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Technology Choice and Employment
 

I. Background 

During the last three years, members of the Yale Economic Growth Center 

hn.ve been undertaking studies of employment and unemployment in developing 

countries. Studies of agricultural, service and industrial sector employment 

have been combined with an exaination of specific countries' performance over 

time. Given the diffi'cult ;:.:l novel nature of these problems, these studies 

have been essent'a.y irnductive, aiming at the cevelopment of new analytic frame

works. A substontial na: of Discussion Papers and Journal articles has re

sulted (Appendix A). A summary of our major findings to date, theoretical and 

empirical, is attached (Appendix B). 

These investigations have served to confirm the notion that the issues
 

of employment and unemployment must be examined in the context of the overall
 

growth process, with an eye to the type of LDC under consideration and the his

torical growth phase in -hich it finds itself, 24oreover, the effort has focussed
 

our attention on a- iri-nrtant related area for further research, i.e. the role
 

of technology ansfer anrd adaptation processes in the context of the existence
 

and persistence of tcch-.ological dualism. A statement of the problem and an
 

outline of the proposed research follow.
 

A. Introduction and *Issues
 

It has been as.'u2 j t*. one of the main advantages of the developing 

countries is their ctp:it: o benefit from the broad technological experience 

of the mcrc av:-.vcd -. -Io.:.:. be able to select from a wide range of 

equipment embo ying a &;- .e of contempcrary and historical factor propor

tions. However, we also :.~e c-: heling evidence that the actual technology 

choices have, in fact, mi.:.t oft.n turned out to be very limited and concentrated 

in the highly capital r.-te;,siv3 or m-dern end of the spectrum. The choice of 

from whom to bor::c ani of what vintage seems to be constrained not only by a 
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set of distortions in the economic signals, but also by other inadequacies
 

in the overall institutional setting.
 

Yet we do encounter dramatic differences in industrial capital/labor
 

ratios as between the labor-scarce developed countries and at least a "deviant"
 

subset of LDCs (e.g., Korea and Taiwan), and somewhat less dramatic differences
 

across scales even in the more typical cases (e.g. Colombia and Kenya). Con

siderable scope seems to exist for the adoption of labor using innovations on
 

top of imported "shelf" technology, for purely indigenous innovations, as well 

as for increases in the output share of labor intensive commodities via changes
 

in domestic demand patterns and/or the expansion of trade. Such scope has been
 

demonstrated especially in the case of countries whose policies shifted as
 

they moved from import into export substitution. The existence and persistence
 

of technological dualism, as one moves across scales or types of omnership, 

even in countries still following an overall protectionist policy, gives further
 

evidence of the relatively wide potential range of technology choice that does
 

exist in response to differences in the overall environment.
 

The importance of technology choice in determining an economy's perfor

mance with respect to the minimization of trade-offs and the maximization of 

complementarities among employment, output and income distribution is being in

creasingly recognized. The factors determining the choices actually made and
 

the causes behind the various configurations of technology dualism actually
 

encountered are, however, still not very well understood. 11hile a more realistic
 

set of price signals is clearly necessary for the achievement of an adequate
 

innovative response in an endowment-sensitive direction, it is equally clearly
 

1 See Fei and Ranis, "A Nodel of Growth and Employment in the Open Dualis
tic Economy: The Cases of 'orea and Taiwan," paper presented to the SEADAG 
Conference on Employment (December 6-9, 1972); and Ranis' "Industrial Sector 
Labor Absorption," Zorthcoming in Bconomic Development and Cultural Change, 
Spring, 1973. 
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not sufficient. There e-ist important differences in the initial entrepreneugial 

and institutional endonnent as well as in the nature o2 the science and tech

nology infrastructure created during the import-substitution phase. It will 

be our objective to determine, by analysis at both the aggregative, sectoral 

and micro levels, the causes of the differential technological performance
 

across countries and over time and derive conclusions for possible policy
 

actions by government to affect the related employment/output/income distribution
 

outcome,
 

Our analysis will be focussed on identifying those factors, beyond the
 

degree of distortion of relative factor and commodity prices, which make for
 

differential observed performance across countries and across scales within
 

countries. Our intensive focus will be on five countrics: two "successful" and
 

therefore instructive, but in many ways also atypical Asian countries--Japan,
 

whose historical record in terms of the selective use of imported and adaptive
 

technology is unequalled, and Taiwan whizh seems to have performed best in
 

these regards during the post-World War II period; the Philippines, a much less
 

successful, more typical, labor surplus Asian economy; Brazil, a large, rela

tively advanced Latin American country which has been growing rapidly, especially 

during the past few years, but whose technology experience and its impact on 

employment and distributional outcomes has not as yet been analyzed; and either
 

Kenya, one of the more advanced and "open" African countries with a relatively
 

large role accorded to private foreign capital, or Nigeria, a more typical and
 

more domestically oriented African country.
 

For a number of other important country cases in which the issue of 

technological dualism has received the attention of analysts and policy makers 

for some time in the past, e.g. India, Pakistan, Colombia and Turkey, secondary 

materials and interviews will bc utilized to evaluate the relevance of their 



experience. luch past effort has been expended in this general area by founda

tions, aid agencies and private groups; but, to our knowledge, no one has 

yet made the effort to glean what might be called transferable knowledge and 

insights useful for further study. 

Other groups are currently active in this general area, the importance
 

of which is quiclly gaining increased recognition. At ii. I.T. the Sloan School 

is beginning wor:: on engineering choices under an AID 211d grant. The National 

yofSciences is sponsoring country workshops on .'ustrial technology 

research, conceptual studies on the suitability of technology as well as 

specialized technical studies on such subjects as solar energy and other 

power sources. The Science Policy Research Unit at the University of Sussex is attemptin, 

to exe~ine the nature of the international technology shelf, ond of tech

nology gaps among countries especially, but not e::clusively in the Europe/U.S.
 

context. The Schumacher Intermediate Technology Group, also in the U ... has 

concentrated for sone time on the identif-7ication of existing alternative pro

duction techniques. The OAS has tried to collect information on technology 

choices and transfer among the Latin American countries. Dr. Than and others 

at the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines, on the other 

hand, have concentrated on the creation of modern indigenous labor-intensive 

technology, first in agricultural machinery and now moving towards metal working 

and other small industries. 

While it is always difficult and dangerous to categorize what are bound 

to be substantially diversified efforts, the aforementioned research activities
 

appear to focus on the science and technology end of the spectrum, a hitherto
 

substantially neglected area.
 

On the other end of that same spectrum, i.e. groups emphasizing economic 

factors and the importance of relative prices, we :may list work being undertaken, 
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especially on the services sector but ranging beyond it) at the ILO in Geneva, 

earlier worl- at the Yale Economic Growth Center (Pack's and Ranis' on indus

trial sector technology ) and wor!: cormissioned in the past by UIITIR (e.g. 

Hal Nason's study of the multinational corporation's impaut on technology 

choice) and activities currently being contemplated by the OECD Development
 

Center. Ie are aware that other indirectly relevant work is being undertaken 

by individuals elsewhere, e.g. at ;illiams, Rice, in Asia under CAIIS sponsor

ship and in Latin ILmerica under the ECIEL umbrella, and there may be other
 

activities which we are unaware of. Few, if any, however, seem to have the 

precise focus of the study proposed here which may be viewed as attempting to 

build a bridge of understanding between the technological and economic aspects 

of the problem. Ue intend, however, to keep in clo:,e contact with the other 

on-going efforts both to beneit from mutual interaction and to avoid undue
 

duplication. 

B. Specific Studies 

1. A_,grerate and Sectoral Analysis 

Making factor prices more realistic, along with other important changes 

in the environment, may be ezpected to affect the choice of imported technology, 

the strength and bias of any additional technical change it induces, as well as 

changes in the output mix made possible. To date, however, it has been difficult 

to quantify these relationships in any meaningful sense at the econony-wide
 

or sectoral levels across countries or w:ithin countries over time. Fei and Ranis
 

have devised a technique which will permit them to use time series data for the 
total economy, as well as for agriculture, non-agriculture, and industry taken 

separately, to trace the relative impact on the output and employment perfor

mance of straightforward technological borrowing and that attributable to in

digenous labor-using innovations. 



The rate at which labor is absorbed by the commercialized sectors of
 

the typical developing economy (nL) can be shown to be a function of (a) the
 

strength or intensity of innovations (J); (b) the bias or slantedness of inno

vations (BL); (c) changes in the wage rate and the strength of the law of
 

diminishing returns to labor (ELL). 

As far as empirical work is concerned, it has thus far been impossible 

to proceed beyond the identification of the contribution of capital accumula

tion and technology change, taken as a whole. Fei and Ranis have recently de

vised a statistical technique, which, under not unduly heroic assumptions2 per

mits separate identification of the impact of innovational intensity, which is
 

associated with technological borrowing, innovational bias, associated with
 

adaptations "on top of" imported technology, and changes in the wage rate.
 

iuch of the criticism directed at the so-called 'listaken" choices of 

technology has been aimed at developing countries' unduly heavy reliance on
 

latest vintage technology imports, their inability and/or unwillingness to ex

ploit the entire historical shelf and introduce indigenous labor-using innova

tions of their own. The analysis here will permit us to quantify the relative 

importance of high intensity and labor-using bias for labor absorption as well
 

as output generation in different country situations. iloreover, since we know
 

that, even in labor surplus countries, the organized sectors' real wage is
 

likely to rise exogenously due to union, large company and government pressures,
 

the importance of this phenomenon for the system's capacity to generate labor
 

reallocation rates in excess of population growth can also be determined.
 

IFor the derivation of this relationship, see Fei and Ranis, "Innovation, 
Capital Accumulation and Economic Development," American Economic Review, June 
1963. 

2With respect to the short-run stability of the elasticity of substi

tution. 
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Time series data for the postwar period in Taiwan, the Philippines, 

Brazil, and jKenya (or Nigeria) will be used uo test our basic working hypotheses 

that (a) thM biased natuie of innovation, along with its intensity, play a sub

stantially larger role than capital accumulation in determining the generation
 

of employment and output as well as the pattern of the emerging distribution of 

income via more, or less, labor-intensive growth paths; that (b) the contribu

tion of innovational intensity associated with the act of international shelf
 

borrowing is likely to decline over time as the technology gap narrows, while
 

that of innovational bias is more closely related to the economy's changing
 

endowment position--including its entrepreneurial capacity, plus the extent of
 

the "veil" between that endowment and the environment actually faced by decision 

makers. Differences across countries by size of country and by the importance
 

of trade, by natural or human resource endowment and by level of educational
 

achievement can also be analyzed. A similar effort will be made for the histori

cal case of Japan where good data exist going back to the late 19th century and 

where meaningful related sub-phases of growth can be identified. 

A further, related hypothesis is that straight technology borrowing is 

likely to be substantially more important during the import substitution sub

phase, with technological adaptation more important during the relatively more 

"open" export substitution sub-phase. It will be interesting in this context 

to contrast how much (percentagewise) of the movement of labor from subsistence 

agricultural and non-commercialized urban activities (services, distribution,
 

trade, etc.) to commercialized agriculture and industry is due to changes in
 

the capital stock, changes in the otate of technology and changes in the wage 

rate during periods of relatively controlled and liberalized policy settings. 

Estimates of the rate of indigenous labor-using technical change relative to the 

rate of innovational intensity associated with technological borrowing will thus 



be obtained for different sectors and for different historical sub-phases. Con

clusions followi for the appropriate public policy in altering the overall en

vironment to accommodate the different types of technology change which become 

appropriate with charges in the human, physical and institutional endowment 

over time. Such overall policy options extend beyond the correction of various 

relative price distortions to questions of the overall market structure, 

patent legislation, organization of domestic R & D, education and other aspects 

of the overall science and technology infrastructure. 

2. l icro Studies 

Studies at the aggregate or sectoral level are important for generating 

information on the meaningfulness of certain hypothesized behavioral relation

ships in terms o- different oystems' total economic performance. But in order 

to substantially enrich oui understanding of what is really going on in the 

realm of the total institutional milieu "beyond relative factor prices," we 

must also be ready to examine the record of relative success and failure at a 

much more disaggregate level. Nioreover, xye mus.t be willing to be somewhat open

ended and entertain relevant hypotheses which eztend beyond the traditional 

economic landscape. For example, the actual importance of prestige considera

tions, information lags, inequality of entry and of access to intermediate 

goods markets dominated by multinational corporations, transport, power and 

other physical constraints, patents and trade-marks on the choice of appropriate 

technology, all extend beyond the normal scope of inquiry. Yet they may well 

be crucial to our understanding. By concentrating most of our efforts on 

examining the way technology choices are made at the industry and firm level, 

including the real and perceived constraints on the scope for choice, we hope 

to achieve a more detailed understanding of the important elements of a suppor

tive science and technology infrastructure. Questions for public policy, 



including the role of domestic R & D institutes, adaptive engineering schools,
 

patent enforcement, etc. can only be addressed as a consequence of a broader
 

somewhat open-ended inquiry.
 

The work will be carried out in the context of the five country cases
 

already cited, i.e. Brazil, Kenya (or Wigeria), the Philippines, Taiwan and
 

historical Japan. M4oreover, as we have indicated, we shall attempt to survey 

existing second-hand materials in the effort to evaluate the substantial past
 

analytical and policy efforts in this general area in such countries 
as India,
 

Pakistan, Turkey and Colombia. 

T1'hatever the reasons, there exists clear and convincing evidence of the
 

persistence o:f substantial technological dualism in most developing countries;
 

our own work as well as that of others indicates the presence of substantial 

gaps in capital-labor ratios as well as capital productivity by firms of different 

scales in the same industry. I Such discrepancies in efficient factor use across 

scale can be e::plained in part--but only in part--by the fact that the smaller 

firms frequently face higher costs of capital and lower costs of labor than 

do the large. iloreover, it has sometimes been argued that substantial economies 

of scale exist and that such economies of scale have a labor-saving bias, i.e. 

as firm size increases, with relative factor prices held constant, the capital

labor ratio will rise even as the capital-output ratio declines. 'lore recently,
 

however, the importance of such economies of scale has been subjected to ques

tion, especially for the more comilon discrete process industries. Such
 

Ie.g. for Pakistan in Gustav Ranis, "Production Zunctions, Uiarket Im
perfections and Economic Development," Economic Journal June 1962; for Mexico

in Saul Trejo, "Industrialization and EmploymentGrowth: e1exico 1950-1965," 
unpublished Yale Ph.O. Dissertation, 1971; for Colombia in Albert Berry, "The 
Relevance and Prospects of Small Scale Industry in Colobia," Yale EconomicGrowth Center, mimeo, October 1971 and John Todd, "Size of Firm and Efficiency
 
in Colombian iianu.,acturing-" Research ilemorandum 41, Center for Development
Economics, !UilliamsCollegc, October 1971; as u.ell as for other countries, in 
the U.N. Industry and Productivity, annuals. 
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industries, in contrast to the continuous process industries, are apparently 

not characterized by marked economics of scale and have cost minimizing capital

labor ratios which, for a given set of relative factor prices, are independent
 

of firm size. 

Two types of technological dualism can be distinguished from each other: 

the coexistence of different technologies for essentially the same production 

process--which may be called horizontal dualism--and the presence of different 

types of technologies at different processing stages of production--which may
 

be called vertical dualizm. U intend to investigate the relative importance
 

and the causal factors underlying both types of technology dualism in the five 

aforementioned countries as a way of shaping our understanding of the basic con

dition favoring or disfavoring the use of an indigenous endowent-sensitive 

technology.
 

Our earlier work lci us to differentiate among machine-related, machine 

peripheral and plant-related types of labor-using technological change. Adapta

tions related to the more intensive uoe of miachinery and the handling of 

materials in such iachine-peripheral activities as receiving, storage, internal 

transport and packaging represent the main ingredients of the horizontal type 

of technological dualism. The plant-saving type of innovation, including sub

contracting, represents a major ingredient of vertical dualism. Doth types
 

clearly exist and persist in varying degrees in all the countries to be examined-

both of the "deviant" and the "non-deviant" variety. One basic Cucstion to be 

addressed is to what extent vertical dualism is a functional response to the 

total environment and to what c,:tent a disfunctional remnant of the past or a 

temporary "make work' accommodation to population pressures. In a number of 

LDCs, for example India, cottage industries have been artificially assisted to 

provide raw aterials for urban te::tile mills. iedium scale competitive 
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producers are frozen out and often destroyed. The putting out system employed 

by the Japanese textile 2iriIs, on the other hand, represents an example of 

functional vertical integrat ion betw;ecn variou3 stages o:? te:tile processing. 

It seems clear that the role of complementarity as opposed to competitiveness 

among various scales in a given industry, i.e. the e:xtent of functional verti

cal dualism, will be a ':ey element in our analysis.
 

Our investigation into the causes of both types of technology dualism 

will be open-ended; but it will include, among others (1) the nature of credit 

and financial intermediation networ's affecting size; (2) the extent to which 

small scale is a rejponoe to demand and li-uidity risks; (3) the importance of 

entrepreneurial, informat'ion and market channel li:,itations; (4) the impact of 

additional supervisory or skilled labor input :eou-irement.;; (5) the importance 

of limited distribution 2nd cransportation capacity; (6) the relevance of 

patents, trade-marks and P. -: D locations. 

In the best-behavcd or 'deviant : country cases, i.e. historical Japan 

and Taiwan, complemeutary relationships, through subcontractiag in particular, 

were established early in thIe game, addressing themselves to the credit risk 

and entrepreneurial supply dimensions as well as to the differential set of 

price signals in producing a substantial volume of labor using adaptive tech

nology. The Japanese cotton textile industry, for exanple, for which detailed 

data are available, provides an especially interesting test case: in spinning, 

the "latest" machinery was imported and then improved upon; in weaving, tradi

tional machinery was retained but modernized. Since structures make up about 

50 percent of the capital stock, the perfo-nance of mrianufacturing operations in 
rural dwellings, once used for rural industry purposes, considerably reduces 

capital requirements, In cotton weaving most of the yarn Was "put out" to farm 



households, But even in the modern factoay style spinning industry, some pre

paratory and finishing procerses were 
 carried out at hc cotta-e level. 

In postwar Taiwan not only domestic subcont-actnj but also an emerging 

international division of labor by procecs (as opposed to by product)--with
 

the ulti-national corporation playing a substantial 
role--represents another
 

increasingly important 
-ianifes ration o.2 this phenomenon. Previous work on Hle,cico 

as well as on ,orea, :ienya and Tliwan, has pinpointed areas (by stage of produc

tion, product type, and .specific process change) in which the pay-off for labor
using innovations seems to be thn highest, as well as indicating possible 

bottlenecks which "revent innovationsofay such from ta'.ing place even when 

economic signals are changedi in the appropriate i-rection. 

In the more comnon "non-deviant" country cascs, on the other hand, the 

evidence is overuThelming tat the volu.e of local aa'aptations is much less pro

nounced, as with smal anO large scale o.C:en engaged in competitive activities
 
and the expansion o." the latter most often a.t "heox2ponse of the former. The
 

factors wh ich see:-a to be contributing to thLs--in addition to the distortion 

of relative factor and cormodity prices--include: inadequate information on 

markets as well as on technological choice (especially among siualler and rural 

units) managerial, entrepreneurial and credit constraints, as well as differences 

in transportation infrastructure and the lac!: o- managerial resources to super

vise decentrali-ed labor intensive activities. 

We hope, m,,ioreover, to e,tablish the specific importance of R & D and 

manpower training to the successful application and spread of labor-using inno

vations in relation to the in-plan' ,:mchiue proces:or'. One i ain obstacle seems 

1e or ecariple, Stephen Pesnic1 ': 'The Decline of Xurai Industry 
Under Export Expansion: A Copari:son Arong Burria, Philippineis, and Thailand," 
Journal of 'conomic History, Iiarch 1970. 
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to lie in the availabiliIty o7 indige nous -ac'-,ine liop graduates and applied 

engineers who will providc aderuate ad-aptive CLDaCity. A number ol" LDCs have
 

demonstrated an ability :o '-raia the re 'ui'ec 
 additional cuper'visory p2rsonnel
 

through both tithin plan" training and less formal learnin_-by-doing processes.
 

By contrast, only 
 in a few countries have Zirn-supportLd applied engineering
 

schools been cstablished. 'Mere 
 they do exist, the capacity of these schools
 

to eliminate tie applied engineering constraint nceds to be examined. 
 The role
 

of these institutions In supplying the needed technical innputs in the case of
 

the Japanese 
 te::tilc fir-mO has been discussed but not as yet thoroughly inves

tigated by :axonhouse. ianis ;ill u.dertae an analysis o. the impact of
 

R & D plus eeducatio:!al stratey on !abor-usin- innovations in that industry.
 

We will, :.ioreover, try to Ldlntiythose zhiortcomiri,,s in this broader science 

and technology 5nfrastructure which constitutc bottlenec'.:s of varying conse
quence in the casz.- o the l: id2ry '.n Taian1, the Ph.ilippine, Brazil 

and 'enya (or ili eria).
 

One additional, possibly important, di:nsinof an 
economy's capacity
 

to innovate in a labor-usin direction res.Ldes in the capacity 
 to produce one's
 

owm 2le-ible capi ta goods. Pac: 2 and 
 others have pointed out that light machinery 

and engineering industries lend themselves easily to fairly sniall scale operation 

and tend themselves to te labor-intensive. ioreover, the de'ree of success in
 

adapting Ihes tern technology and especially 
 in inducin: homie-gromn labor-using 

innovations elsewyhere may be crucially (depondent on the exis tence of a reasonably 

developed dome.s;tic capital ,oods. incus try. Locally available technical knowhow 

c Gn. a:"onhou;e Ph. ). 'i": er cat ion, Productivity Change in the 
Japanese Cotton 'pinnin:, Industry, 11.9-i ,I35, YlcJn:versity, 1971. 

2 1owar7 Pac;cm. iichinel Todaro, ;fec :oloicai Tran:; C• Labour1 Absorption, 11nd EconoV[c De'elor. O:Kford2conoic-'ent, Paner;, Vol. 21, No. 3, 
November, 1'(,. 
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and a knowledge of local conditions, both technical and economic, may be essen

tial for successful innovation and adaptation to proceed. On the other hand, 

difficulties may arise in absorbing output of sector if thethe the country is
 

small and opportunities for e::port, at least initially, are limited (because
 

they tend to be non-standard products requiring a fairly sophisticated sales 

and service network). In the course of our intensive country studies we intend 

to ascertain the relevance of this industry as well as to identify its limita

tions. A study of the structure of any existing capital goods sector will be 

undertaken concentrating on such ouestions as (1) size distribution of firms, 

(2) rang-e of products, (3) types of domestically performed operations, (4) domes

tic capability for design and adaptation, (5) sources of modifications in
 

borrowed technology, 
 (b' com.parative pl_'iccs ancd (7) characteristics of the users 

of domestic machinery. 

lly, while our or:ing hypotheses, based on previous research in 

this field, have been stated in this proposal, we intend, as already mentioned,
 

to approach these difficult problems by the open to the
:eepin- door formulation
 

of additional hypotheses, 
 icluding rome lying outside the traditional field of 

economic inquiry. Thiis objecti.ve will be advanced in tw7o ways: first, as al

ready :-.entioned by culling the record,, and thc brains, associated with past 

efforts at building viable dualistic industrial structures, we hope to learn some

thing which can be generalized about the pro-:imate causes of failure in much of 

this activity, as well as its occasional successes. Second, Te intend to in

volve a few people in some of the other related disciplines including engineering, 

political science and sociology, in an effort to assess the importance of such 

factors as 
prestige, inadequacies of information, patents, etc. This broadening 

of the landscape for analysis Till be attempted by involving representatives of 

http:objecti.ve
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the science and technology coniunity as well as of relevant other social sciences 

in an early working conference. A small number of follow-up consultancies may 

also be possible.
 

In summary, the objective is to go beyond the entent to which various 

relative prices are distorted in laying bare the reasons for differential tech

nological response across countries and scales. The causes of the appearance,
 

and persistence, through various phases of growth, of technological dualism, 

differentiating between the complementary type, including urban-urban and 

rural-urban subcontracting, and the more conrion competitive or destructive type, 

will be a major locus. The apparent high correlation between some kinds of 

vertical technological dualist, both of the urban-urban and rural-urban variety, 

as a technology choice, on the one hand, and satisfactory growth and employment 

performance, on the other, Till be e::a-ined. The very successful Japanese ex

perience will be contrasted with the internediate case of Taiwan and such more 

"standard" LU1C cases as the 2hilippines, Bazil, and kenya (or iligeria). 

The ultimate purpose o:f all our wor'. is to shed light on the type of 

public policies which ust be implemented, in addition to changes in relative 

factor and commodity prices, to enhance the chances .or more "appropriate" tech

nology choice as a method of enhancing employi-ent, distribution and output per

formance in the labor surplus developing economy. Such policies may take a 

variety of forms, including, for e:ample, government ependitures on transport 

infrastructure to reduce tlh cost of cottage industry subcontracting, tax incen

tives to locate industry rurally, and the support of applied engineering and 

R & 0 institutions. It is usually agreed that the success of liberalization and 

of making price signals ,ore realistic depends, in substantial part on the develop

ment of such infrastructural managerial ond entrepreneurial capacities during a 



usually prolonged prior period of import substitution. The s-me tiling holds 

for the ouality o2 the science and technology infrastructure built up during 

the import substitution regime. The ef.Jcctive removal of the often stubborn 

veil between an econony's resource endowient and its technology and product 

mix pattern depends not only on the reduction of distortions in prices but also 

on the extent of overall "workably competitive" market conditions and the 

e;:istence of a conducive educational, scientific and R C: D environment. The 

attempt will be made here to isolate and identify the essential components of 

this broader environment so that developmental resources and energies may be 

allocated to those areas likely to facilitate the wise choice of shelf technology 

along with the domestic discovery and labor-usin- adaptation of imported tech

nology. 

Research liethodolo:' v 

iiicro-cconomic data in suff"icient detail -.re available only for Japan; 

thus sample surveys will have to be conducted in Taiwan, the Philippines, 

Brazil and (or ror basic 5 country study outlined, 2 or 3k:enya Figcria).the 

important industries, e.g. te::tilcs) electronics, and light machinery will be 

selected. Infor-nation will be obtained on a sanple basis with respect to, 

inter alia, (1) technical coefficients, (2) relative prices :aced in input and 

commodity markets, (3) the extent of workable coripetition in the industry, 

(4) background and length of e,perience of the entrepreneurs, (5) need and 

availability of supervisory labor and other "third" factors, (6) sources of 

financing, (7) mo tivations for innovational raodifications, including, vertical 

See co-,.',Lents by J.lian En:eliational Acad'emy of Sciences on Ranis' 

"Sonie Observations on thc Econoi:mic Franewor:. for Optimum LDC Utiliation of 
Technology, in Technolo-,,y an Econo.iics in International Development, Report 
of a Seminar, Agency for Ilternatonal evelopr1ent0 Hay 1"72.t. 
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integration versus subcontracting (') actual sources of innovational modifica

tions made, and (P') domestic versus .foreign niarhet destination of the product. 

Fei and "anis, plus one Yale Assistant Pro.essor, expect to work very 

closely with senior researchers and institutes in Brazil, Xenya (or Nigeria), 

the Philippines and aiwan, both in the analytic and empirical phases of the 

project. The Growth Center already has strong contacts and personal ties--in 

some cases informal 'treaties o.C friendship"--with the Academia Sinica in 

Taiwan, the Instituto do Pescouisas .7conomicas in Sao Paulo, the Institute of 

Economic Development Rfesearch in the Philippines and the Institute of Develop

ment Studies in Nihrobi. In each country we expect to locate at least one in

terested colleague and a research assistant to wior!- with. Hopefully, the afore

mentioned institutes; vill ma': additional resources available to the project. 

In order to ensure r fully collaborative arrangement with these insti

tutions. and individua!: as.;ociates. we intend to worh out agreement on scope, 

methodology, uestionnaiLes:, etc. at an early meeting-, probably in HewIHaven. 

At this same meeting representatives of the science and technology community and 

of other related social sciences will be asked to participate. 

1e shall, in addition, loo! at a number of other important country cases, 

e.g. India, Pakistan, Colombia Turkzey in terms oC the secondary materials 

available, both at '2ord, AID, SRI, IBRD, etc. and in the research and policy 

communities. The purpose of this activity is to take advantage of the substan

tial efforts, national and inter-national, made in the small industry/appropriate 

technology areas over the past two decades, in an attempt to survey the relevant 

analytical indings and evaluative e.forts. This attempt should prove of value 

not only in and of itself, but also in t:corms o.f providing further insights into 

our working hypothesers Cor tie cou'try-intensive nicro studies. 
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At the conclusion of our studies the rezulLc of the entire analysis 

will be summarized in a synthesis paper. This paper will sum.-arize the new 

analytical ground brol:en anC. e!phiasi:-e ConClusions 'or policy makers in both 

the recipient and donor cormmunities. 

II. Dissemination of Research Pesults 

As has already been stated, activity under this contract will be carried 

out jointly w.ith a number of LDC institutions and researchers. This is the most 

important and lasting dimension of LDC involvement. In addition, given our
 

unique, now library exchange-focussed networh of relationships with 175 govern

ment and private institutions in developing countries, we intend to utilize 

this facility for a 'roadcned direct research Zindings dissemination effort. 

III. Budet 

The budget covering this proposal, .ro[en down by major categories, is 

shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

TECIINOLOGY ClIOICE iND E1'fPLOYM..ENT 

Proposce. Budget 

July 1$ 1973- June 30, 1976 

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 Total 
SALARIES ($33,298) (P40,255) ($42,341) ($120,894) 
1) Faculty - AY 5,500 5,775 6,050 17,325 
2) Facult:v - Summer 8,505 8,935 9,430 26,870" 
3) PDsmarch Assistants 

& Programmer 
11,318 11,920 12,556 35,794 

4) Adni, Sect,, Clef. 12,975 13,625 14,305 40,905 

FPINGE BENEFITS (6,213) (6,529) (6,866) (19,608) 
23.5 % of 1 above 1,293 1,357 1,422 4,072 
15% of 2, 3, & 4 above 4,920 5,172 5,444 15,536 

OVERHEAD 

(at 66Z of salaries) 

OVERPSEAS ,.. EOClATES 
25,277 26,568 27,945 79,790 

AOD AS S 'A:S 25,000 25,000 25,000 75,000 

DATA PROCESS ING 5,0O00 5,000 5,000 15,000 

TRAVEL, RQ,sarch 3,000 5,000 2,000 10,000 
Conferences 1,000 1,000 1,000 3,000 

,BLICATI .... s & DISSEMINATION 1,000 1,500 2,000 4,500 

OT"FICE SUPPLY 3,000 3,500 4,000 10,500 

Sub-Total 107,788 114,352 116,152 338,292 

IN''ERDI"S LINARY SEMINAR 
Consultan ts 2,000 1,500 1,500 5,000 
Travel 1,000 -0- -0- 10,000 

12,000 1,500 1,500 1.5,000 

GRAND TOTAL $119,788 $115,852 $117,652 $353,292 



~, ~ P10/T ANALYSIS 

TECHNOLOGY CHOICE~& I'PLI-'EINT 

1973-76 

_.973-7419_74-7 19 75-76 

$ Moe. 
Mos.n 

0"9(.,as $ 
an 

Mos. 
M~os. 

0'Seas $ 
Man 
MOS. 

Moe. 
0'seas 

AGGREGATIVE 

2 Faculty 
1 Resea:ci ,-istanL 

1,030 
1,333 

1.25 
20 

-0-
-0-

1,085 
1,400 

1.25 
2.0 

-0-
-0-

1,150 
1,470 

1.25 
2.0 

-0
-0

3 Technicians 2,363 3,25 -0- 2,485 3.25 -0- 2,620 3,25 -0-

COUNTRY STUDIES 

Taiwan:
3 Faculty 
Overseasj Associate 

if Assistant 
Programcr 
Research Assistant 

2,389 
3,750 
1)250 

664 
1,333 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 
0.8 
2.0 

1.0 
6.0 
6.0 
-0-
-0-

2,508 
3,750 
1,250 

704 
1,400 

2.1 1.0 
6.0 6.0 
6.0 6.0 
0.8, -0-
2.0 .- 0-

2,636 
3,750 
1,250 

748 
1,470 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 
0.8 
2.0 

-0
6.0 
6.0 
-0
-0

7 Technician.,; 
3 Admi., Sc., Cler, 

9,386 
2t595 

17.0 
5,0 

13.0 
-0-

9,612 
2t725 

17,0 
5.0 

-13.0 
-0-

9,854 
2,861 

17.0 
5.0 

12.0 
0 

Total 11,981 22.0 13.0 12,337 22.0 13.0 12,715 22.0 12.0 

l'hllippinns: 
3 Faculty 
Overseas Agsociate 

to Assistant 
Progranmer 

2,389 
3,000 
1,000 

664 

211 
6.0 
6.0 
0.8 

1.0 
6.0 
6,0 
-0-

2,508 
3,000 
1,000 

704 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 
0.8 

-0-
6.0. 
6.0 
-0-

2,636 
3,000 
1,000 

748 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0.-
0.8 

0.5 
6.0, 
6.0 
-0-

Research As "tant 1,333 2.0 -0- , ,.. 2 . 2.0 .1470-0

7 Technicians 
3 Adm., Sec,, Cler. 

8,386 
2,595 

17,0 
5.0 

13,0 
-0-

8,612 
2,725 

17.0 
5.0 

12.0 
-0-

8,854 
2861. 

17.0 
50. 

12.5 
-0-

Total 10,981 22.0 13.0 11,337 22.0 12.0 11,715 22.0 12.5 

Jcpan:
3 Faculty 
Overseaq Associate 

i Asstant 

Prorramrner 
Research' Anistant 

2,389 
3,000 
1,000 

664 
1,333 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 

0,8 
2.0 

-0-
6.0 
6,0 
-0-
-0-

2,508 
3,000 
1,000 

704 
1,40() 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 

0,8 
2.0 

1.0 
6.0 
6.0 

- 0-
-0-

2,636 
3,000 
1,000 

748 
1,470 

2.1 
6.0 
6.0 

0.8 
2.0 

0.5 
6.0 
6.0 
-0
-0

7 Technicians 
3 Ad.. Sec.,Cr. 

8,86 
2t595 

17.0 
5.0 

12,0 
-0-

8,612 
2,725 

17.,0 
5.0 

13.0 
-0-

8,854 
2,861 

17 
5.0 

12.5 
-0-

Total 10,0981 22.0 1.2.0 11,337' 22.0 13.0 11,715 22.0 12.5, 

,,;+;;,,,+: .................................................................
?:: +,++., +,,;>;:,+,+, :; +:+; ++ . ........... .......



Table 2 (cont'd.) 

~ZCOUNTRY STUDIES (cont'd.) 
 -

' v ' 
 1973-74 1974-/5 s"' "h. ? . ... ... ... .. ..- --- 1975-76
 

* **Ms. $O'Seas 8 Mos. O'seas Mos O'seas 

Kenya: 
3 'Faculty 
Orseas Associate 

2,3)89 
4,500 

2.1 
6.0 

1.0 
6.0 

2,508 
4,500 

2.1 
6.0 

1.0 
6.0 

2,636 
4,500 

2.1 
6.0 

'-0

6.0 
. . Assistant 1,500 '6.0 6.0 1,500 6,0 6.0 1,500 6.0 6.0 

Prograrner 664 0.8 -0- 704 0.8 -0- 748 0.8 -0-
Research Assistant 1-333 2.0 -0- 1$400 2.0 -0- 1,470 2.0 . -0

7 Technicians 10,386 17.0 13.0 10,612 17.0 13.0 10,854 17.0 12.0 
3 Adm.t Sec., Cler. 2,595 5.0 -0- *2,725 5.0 -0- 2,861 5.0 -0-

Total 12,91 22.0 13.0 13,337 22.0 13.0 13,715 22.0 12.0 

Brazil,.2 
3Faculty 2,389 2.1 -0- 2,508 2.1 1.0 2,636 2.1 .0 
Overseas Associate 4,500 6.0 6.0 4500, 6. 6.0 4,500 6.0. 6.0 

" Assistant, 1500 6.0 6.0 1,500 6,0 6.0 1,500 6.0 6.0 
Prog~rammrer 664 0.8 -0- 704- 0.8 -0- 748 .0,8 -0-
Rcsearch Assistant 1,333 2.0 -0- 1,400 2.0 -0- 1,470 2.0 -0

7 Tchlnicians 10,386 17.0 12.0 10t612 17.0 13.0 10,354 17.0 13.0 
3 Adini., Sec,o Clier. 2,595 5,0 -0- 2,725 5 or- -0- 2,861 5.0 -0-

Total 12,981 22.0 12.0 13,337 22.0 13.0 13,715 22.0 13.0
 

SSECONDARlY MATERIALS 
AND SYNTHESIS 

2 Faculty 1,030 1.25 -0- 1,085 1.25 -0- 1,150 1.25 -0-

CONTRACT TOTALS: 63,298 114.5 63.0 65,255 114.5 64.0 67,345 114.5 62.0
 

AI.L SALARIES $195,898 

(Overseas & Domestic) 

MAN-MONTIIS 343.5 

Of which, 189.0 will be spent overseas 



Tab le 3 
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TECHNOLOCY CHOICE & E1fPMLOYMENT
 

1973-76
 

Ana1 'Fis -by Comnonents
 

ACGREGATIVE $16,205
 

COUNTRY STUDIES 

Taiwan 63,206
 

Philippines 60,206
 

Japan 60,206
 

Kenya 66,206
 

Brazil 66,206
 

SECO:NDARY XIATERIALS 
AND SYNTIIESIS 6,057 

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
SEMINAR 15,000 

$353,292
 



Appendix A
 

ECONOMIC GROWTH CENTER
 

Employment Studies Publications
 

Supported by the Agency for International Development
 

Discussion Papers
 

71. 	 "Technological Transfer, Employment, and Development, J.C.H. Fei and
 
(Revised)," August 1, 1969 Gustav Ranis
 

89. 	 "Income and Wealth Distribution in the Development
 
Process and Their Relationship to Output Growth," R.A. Berry
 
July 1970
 

90. 	 "Relative Prices in Planning for Economic Development," Gustav Ranis
 
July 1970
 

94. 	 "Economic Efficiency, Capital-Intensity aid Capital-

Labour Substitution in Retail Trade," September 1970 A.S. Bhalla
 

95. 	 "Industrialization, Emplovment, and the Choice of Al
ternative Vintage Equipmnt in Less Developed Countries, Mi hael Tolwaro(NIo. 43 Revised), Septcmber 1970.
 

96. 	 "A Disagg -gative Approach to LDCs' T:rt'ary Sector," A.S. Bhalla
 
(No 88 Revised) Septembr 1970
 

97. 	 "Technology Choice, Employment and Growth," Septem- Gustav Ranis
 
ber 1970
 

98. 	 "LDC Innovation Analysis and the Technology Gap," J.C.H. Fei aiid
 
September 1970 Gustav Rani:
 

].05. 	 "Labor Productivity and Other Characteristics of Carlos Diaz
 
Cement Plants: An International Comparison," Feb- Alejandro
 
ruary 1971
 

107. 	 "Land Reform and the Agricultural Income Distribu- R.A. Berry
 
tion," March 1971
 

108. 	 "Land Distribution, Income Distribution and the
 
Productive Efficiency of Colombian Agriculture," R.A. Berry
 
March 1971
 

110. 	 "Development and Employment in the Open Dualistic J.C.H. Fei and
 
Economy," April 1971 Gustav Ranis
 

116. 	 "Industrial Sector Labor Absorpticn," July 1971 Gustav Ranis
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Lmloymant "Studio 
°5"'" 555 -- : ° 

?.; " " " i "P'ublications" 

cultural.n Fse arch-ns 

A Studv "oftnternaticn-ai Data," August 1971 Yoav }slcv. 

D? 125. "The "Pole of "the industria.l Sector 1ff Korea's, Tran- Gustav Penis 
sition to -Economic -aturizy," Aurust. 1971 

DP l42, "The Relevance and Prosncocts of Sall Scale. Industry Abr .r. . 
inn Coloba ApriAl 192 

DPi11, "Thc Rate of Interest and the Demand for Labor, " ... Ber:v 
Nay 1972 " . S Albert92Berr 

DP 15. as14"Unem'loyment a Social Problem in Urb.an Coloi.-a: 
So:e "Prelimi,*nary Hynothses and Conclusions, Albert Berry 
I-lay 1972 

DP 152. "Some Observations on the Economic Frameork for 
Optimum LDC Utilization of Technology," August 1972 Gustav Ranis 

DP 163. "Unemployment as a Social We7.lfare Problem in 
Urban Zaire" November 1972 
 James McCabe 

PP 168. "Rural.-Urban lMiyration, Ulrban lnemnlovmcnt and Un
deremployment, and Job Search Acrivit Y In LDCs," 
 Gary Fields
 
December 1972
 

DP 170, "Tariff Policy, Eauipmont Production and Emloy-
 JmsM~b
 
DPn 170,n
DJames 
 Jaur 1973- cibe," 


"s 



Employment Studies
 

Publications 

Other Paners 

"Employment and Income Distribution in Developing Countries" Gustav Ranis 
September 1971 

"Employment, Ulnemnloyment and Grow'th: A Tentative Synthesis Gustav Ranis 
of EGC Research," November 1971 

"Factor Intensity of Consumption Patterns in West Pakistan"November 1971 Ronald Soligo 

"Growth and Employment in South Korea and Taiwan," J.C.H. Fei & 
November 1971 Gustav Ranis 

"Employment and Unemployment Dimensions of Production, Dis- M. Mamalakis 
tribution and Allocation in Chile," N1ovember 1971 

"Employment and Industrial Gro':th -- Sore Cross-Section Re- Howard Pack 
sults: :.953-63," November 1971 

"Employment in Indian Agriculture," November 1971 Robert Evenson 

"Disguised vs. Onen Unemployment: A Trade-off," November 1971 Richard Brecher 

"Employ;ment in the Congo: A Preliminary Investigation," No
vemher 1971
 

"The Transfer of Technology and Labor Absorption in Brazil," Jose Almeida & 
November 1971 Werner Baer 

"Unemployment as a Social Problem in Ur.,an Colombia: Some Albert Berry 
Prelimina-y Hvotheses and internretations," November 1971 

"A I!ol i of Growth and Emnloyment in the Onen Dualistic J.C.H. rei and 
Economy: Thu '-;c!7 of Korea and Taiwan," May 1972 Gustav Ranis 

"Sunplementarv Analysis of Emnlovment in Korea and Taiwan J.C.H. Fei and 
Based on an Innut-Output Anproach," I'av 1972 Gustav Panis 

"The Dropout Phenomena in Chile: A Preliminarj Report" Marsha Goldfarb 

"Toward an Interpretation of the Ranid Post-War Growth of Albert Berry
Services in Urban Colo)ia," May 1972 

"Employment, Growth, and Income Distribution in Puerto Richard Weisskoff 
Rico: A Re-evaluation," Mav 1972 

"Factor Intensity of Consumntion Patterns in West Pak
istan," May 1972
 

"Employment in Kenyan Manufacturing - Some Microeconomic Howard Pack 
Evidence," M';ay 1972 



Employment StudLes
 

Publications
 

Other Papers (cont'd.)
 

"Employment and Productivity in Kenyan Manufacturing"
 
November 1972 


"Factor Intensity of Consumption Patterns, Income Dis
tribution and Emsployment Growth in West Pakistan," 

November 1972
 

"Labor in the Indian Agriculture Sector," November 1972 


"Some Evidence on Educational Relationships in Chile," 

November 1972
 

Howard Pack
 

Ronald Soligo
 

Robert Evenson
 

Marsha Goldfarb
 



Economic Growth Center
 

Summary of Recent Research Results
 

Relevant to Employment in LDC's
 

Introduction
 

Since its inception, researchers at the Growth Center have been con

cerned with the problem of LDC unemployment (either open or disguised). The
 

initial theoretical construct centered around the concept of labor surplus and
 

emphasized disguised unemployment. This original Fei-Ranis system has been
 

subsequently modified to allow for the possibility of external trade. Moreover,
 
I 

a land-surplus model has been developed, and countries where this framework
 

seems most appropriate have been or are being analyzed. (The Ghana and Zaire
 

studies to which this model is applicable are in their initial stages and not
 

reported on here.) In addition, a model of open unemployment, attributable
 

to an institutionally-determined floor on the real wage, has been formulated.
 

These models have been used as a means of explaining observed phenomena, 

since the main approach of the Center's research has been empirical. In addiw 

tion to historical case studies of individual countries, this eupirLcal re

search has taken the form of analysis of factor proportions in specific sectors 

or Industries and an examination of the relevance for employment and output 

generation of different growth phases (e.g., import vs. export substitution). 

There has been a good deal of work and data evaluation concerning the entire 

mechanism of technological transfer from advanced to developing countries and 

of the importance of labor-using innovations "on-top-of" imported techniques. 

This analysis of individual processes has provided policy implications with 

regard to effective means of overcoming unemployment which go well beyond 

A land surplus model vas formulated by Gerald K. Helleiner in "Typology 

in Development Theory: The Land Surplus Economy (Nigeria)." (Food Research
 
Institute Studies, Vol. VI, No. 2., 1966).
 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
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those associated with the conventional production function approach. While 

trade policies have been emphasized as the principal aeans of achieving a more
 

labor-intensive output mi:, and possibly greater income couality, especially
 

in the smaller LDC's, some consideration has also been given to changes in the
 

bill of goods associated with an exogenous redistribution of income.
 

While the Growth Center's work to date has dealt with the employment 

problem mainly from the demand side, some work on the determinants of the 

supply of labor has been initiated as well. For the cases of Pakistan and 

Turkey, for instance, an ectensive analysis of the determinants of labor force 

participation and of fertility rates, respectively, has been carried out. In
 

a more general study, evidence of negative relationships between household in

come and household fertility rates in cross-section samples has been collected.
 

Conclusions have been drawn regarding the impact of such differential fer

tility on changes in the mean level and dispersion of per capita income over
 

time. 

The following pages present a brief summary of recent Center papers and 

journal articles (1968-1972) relating to LDC employment. It is presented by
 

The
 way of a topical ordering proceeding from the general to the specific. 


to country
presentation begins with the theoretical framework, then moves 


case studies and the analysis of technology choice z.nd transfer over space
 

It concludes vith studies of individual sectors, the impact of exogenously
and time. 


redistributing income, and an investigation of the determinants of labor
 

supply.
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1. 	 Macro-Economic Models 

Open Tislistic Economy Model. Fei and Ranis have developed a model 

linking 	agricultural production to urban employment via the supply schedule
 

for industrial labor. Ihen, as a consequence of slow groth of agricultural 

production, the terms of trade shift against industry (i.e., the price of agri

cultural goods rises relative to that of industrial goods) the real wage (ex

pressed in terms of industrial goods) must rise. Under these circumstances
 

the industrial entrepreneur is likely to offset possible encroachment of his
 

profits by adopting labor-saving innovations. Also, reduced profit margins
 

may cause savings to decline and the rate of capit.l formation to decrease.
 

For both reasons, industrial employment is adversely affected.
 

Another factor detrimental to urban employment is the possibility of
 

a rise in the agricultural real unge as development progresses. Fei and
 

Ranis contend that while some rise is inevitable if agricultural productivity
 

increases, a sustained increase takes place ,hen, vith the elimination of 

disguised unemployment, the agricultural real wag:,e is i.ncreasingly determined
 

by market forces rather than an institutional consensus. The rise in the
 

labor 	 supply scheduleagricultural real wage will also cause the industrial 

to shift to the left and bring on the employment difficulties described above.
 

One way of preventing the terms of trade from shifting against indus

try is to expand food imports by means of labor-intensive industrial exports. 

manner the country canBy maintaining industrial real .age stability in this 


sustain a much higher pzce of industrial output and employment growth in the
 

face of 	relative agricultural stagnation than would have been possible in the 

closed 	economy.
 

IJ.C.H. Fei and Gustav Ranis, "Development and Employment in the Open 

Dualistic Economy," Growth Center Discussion Paper No. 110, April 1971. 
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Fei and Ranis show that countries actually have adjusted to agricul

tural stagnation in the manner prescribed by their analytic framework. A good 

contemporary example is Korea;. historical cases include The repeal of the Corn 

Laws in the U.K. and Japanese Eood imports from her colonies after 1900. 

Fei and Ranis emphasize, however, that it may he desi:able or even 

necessary to attempt an increase in agricultural productivity before diverting 

resources to industricl exports, They indicate that if a very large fraction 

of the population initially resides in the agricultural sector, the country 

should concentrate on agicu] cural policy as a prerccluisite for solving its 

total unemployment problem. In cases where the resource endowment is 

unfavorable to Lhe expansion o2 agricultural producti.vity, stress should be 

placed on industria! e:xp)r:ts ven before the commercialization point charac

terized by substantial Lacrcasns .n the a-riculturl real wage and the dis

appearance of underemiployment, 

Minimum Wrge Mode, Most: of tle pure theory of international trade 

deals with full-employment economies. By relaxing the usual assumption that 

the real wage is perfectly fle:.ible, it is possible to focus upon a situation 

of unemployment. Brecherr ork e-xtends the standard Ileckscher-Ohlin type 

case where the real wage is subject to
of analysis of an open economy to the 


an exogenously specified floor or minimum.I This floor--institutionally 

determined at the sn!-,e level in all sectors of the economy--constrains the 

actual wage to exceed the wage required for full employment. Therefore the 

labor force is pnitial],; unemployed. Once market forces have bid the wage 

down to the minimum level, any of the given labor not yet utilized forms a 

pool of unemployed uho ore willing to work at the oing (minimum) wage but 

IR. Brecher, "Mirnimum Wage R4-tes and the Pure Theory of International 

Trade," Growth Center Discussion Paoer No. 140, April 1972. 
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are unable to get hired. Producers -in the minmumi;-,ge :economy hire no more 

labor from the pooi of un~employed than is needed to szntisfy demand and supply 

in world commodi ty iiar1iets. In contrast to tho open &,iaistic economy model, 

Brecher assumes that the real. age in agriculture is eLual to the marginal pro

duct; hence.. his is a model of open unemployment rather than underemployment. 

. A standard foreign offer curve is introduced in order to determine
 

equilibrium in all markets, including the labor market of the home country.
 

The following propositions are then demonstrated: (1) a minimum wage im

posed in only the home country may be sufficient to restrict the wage in both
 

countries to the home floor; (2) a move from autarky to free trade may de

crease home employment and home velfare--not the case with a perfectly
 

flexible wage; and (3) imposing a minimum-wage constraint in a free-trade
 

situation will generally decrease home employment, but may still improve home
 

welfare, and may reverse the direction of trade (in which case welfare de

creases).
 

Traditional changes -. It is shown that, vhen
n tariffs are analyzed. 


a tariff is raised: (1) home employment may decrease, although an increase
 

(decrease) in some welfare may accompany a decrease (increase) in employment;
 

(2) an inelastic foreign offer curve ensures a rise in home welfare (as in
 

the case of a perfectly flexible wage), even vhen home employment drops; and
 

(3) mhen the home country possesses (lacks) monopoly power in trade, a zero
 

(positive) trade tax may be superior to any positive (zero) trade tax--also
 

not the case with a perfectly flexible wage.
 



Brecher shows that in cases uhure open unemployment is attributable 

to factor price rigidit- an.. fired proportions in different sectors) rather 

than a lack of agg::cgatc dema;d, a .ecceese ir the t rr.:rs -'e will in most 

cases increase aggregate cmployment. This is true simply because demand and 

resources are shifted to an e:.port sector, assumed to be relatively labor

intensive. Such an effect, of course, runs counter to the typical Keynesian 

view which emphasizes the reduction in expenditure leaLkage brought on by 

a tariff increase and the accompanying rise in aggregate demand. 

.2. Country Cases
 

Taiwan and Korea. By examining factors affecting the growth of employ

ment in Korea and Taiwan, Fei and Frnis have sho>'n that important exceptions 

exist to the overall e.peri.ence of LDCts during the A0s and 60s, which has
 

been one of increasing underempioyment and open unemployment rates despite 

1 
often quite satisfcztory per cap:i.ta income growth. They divide the post

colonial period o- development in Eorea and Taiwan into two important sub

phases: import substitution and export substitution. 

The analysis clearly indicates that the so-called conflict between 

output and employment objectives in the open labor surplus type of economy 

necessarily holds only during the import substitution phase when a number of 

key relative prices are severely distorted, for some good and some not so 

good reasons, and the veil betueen factor endou;ment and iactor use is conse

quently most pronounced. During this period, the development process is 

fuelled largely via traditional agricultural exports, v;ith output mixes 

changing mainly througa the substitution of consumer good imports while 

IJ.C.H. Fei and G. Renis, "Growth and Employmert in South Korea and 

Taiwan," November IP'71 and J.C.H. Fei and G. Rznis, "k.liodel of Growth and 
Employment in the Open Dualistic Economy: The Cses of 'urca and Taiwan," 
May 1972, papers presente'i at th., Employment Conferenco, Economic Growth 
Center, 1972. 

http:cap:i.ta
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technology in the rapidly growing i'ndustial sector is mainly of the imita

tive or transplanted vciriety.
 

................................. eatior.'eIree-requisite--.c 

overheads have been achieved and the economy is capabt.4e, politically as well 

as in the changing resource endovittent sense, to adjust the crucial relative
 

prices in the direction of their equilibrium valuesY -:he system is in position
 

to enter its export substitution sub-phase. This begen around 1960 and 1963 

for Taiwan and Korea respectively, when there was reduction in the level of
 

protection and relative factor prices were adjusted to reflect more closely
 

the economies' endo%ment. In both countries such changes were achieved via 

packages of devaluation, import liberalization and interest rate reform.
 

In both countries, there was marked change in the composition of exports at 

approximately the same time, ,ith industrial exports as a fraction of the
 

total moving up in Tai.an -fter B160 and a fey years later in the case of 

Korea. In both countries, total industrial exports, generally of a labor

intensive nature, have been growing at an average rate of 35 percent annually. 

There is also evidence that the more realistic sets of factor prices have in

duced innovations "on top of" imported capital equipment. The success of
 

this policy is documented oy not only a relative but also an absolute decline 

in the number of underemployed persons during the late' 1,60s in both
 

countries. (Inthe Taiwan and Korean cases, unemployrient takes mainly the
 

disguised rather than the open form.) Moreover, partly as a consequence of 

these employment promoting policies, the decade of the 1960s was a period of 

a more rapid output g"rowth than he 1950s in both coujtries. 

Colombia. Berry finds an inverted U-sh~ped relationship between the
 

rate of underemaloyment ond the degree of tncoome ineouality on the one hand, 

See A. Berry, "Some Determinants of Changing Income Distribution in 
Colombia: ,l30-1970,". Growth Center Discussion Paper No. 137, hrchM 22, 1972;, 
and A. Berry, "Unemploywent as aSocial Problem n Urban Colombia: Some Pre
liviiiiary Hypotheses and Conclusions," Growth Center Discussion Paper No. 145, 

May 19,72. . i, 
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and real per capita GNP on the other in Colombia He finds evidence of1
 

growing rate of underemployment from about 1945 to 1953 in urban areas and
 

the 1960s, he finds important reductions in the rate of urban underemployment. 

This decline, combined with a decrease in the relative number of persons em

ployed (but generally not fully) in agriculture, implies a decrease in the 

aggregate underemploymeut rate. At the same time Colombia experienced quite 

a high growth rate in per capita real output. 

Like Fei and Ranis, Berry finds a definite association between protec

tionest trade poliuies and gro.ing income inequality and underemployment up 

to the mid-1950s.lHe, however, places more emphosis on the impact of these 

policies on income distribution (size as well as functional) than do Fei and 

Ranis. Even allowing for reduction in pay:ients in kind and self-employment 

(which would cause the taid labor share to increcse even though the
 

true labor share reimained constant), there is evidence of a significant de

crease in the share of ccpital during the period following the exchange reform 

of 1958 (which chariacterized both exchange rate devaluation and liberalization 

measures). By examining changes in the relative wage and employment rates 

of workers at different skill levels, Berry makes a gross estimate of the 

variation in the size distribution of wage income during the post-devaluation 

period, and concludes that it has improved. Berry presents evidence that the 

urban open unemployment which existed at the end of tle- 1960s was essentially 

among workers with white-collar education. This, he argues, is attributable 

1The size distribution of income refers to an ordering of economic units 
by total income received irrespective of source. The estimation of this dis 
tribution requires data at the micro level, usually consisting of a sample of 
households or individuals. The functional distribution refers to a classifi
cation of aggiel~ate income by source. The basic distnction usually made is 
between labor incom e capital the former Includes money wagesand income--where 
(Lind imputations, if the calculation Is n sophisticated one) to labor.
 



to an aspiration level which is inconsistent with the occupational structure
 

of labor demand.
 

Chile. The Chilean expeTr ence during the decade oE. the 1960s offers 

a possible attempted solution to growing unemployment rates in developing
 

countries of somewhat larger size than Korez and Taiwan. Mamalakis shows
 

that, even in a relatively small country like Ch.Ile, significant reductions
 

in open unemployment rates have been effected by a significant increase in
 

the output share of the labor-intensive domestic capital goods industry.
 

This is different from the Taiwan and Korea cases which have been charac

terized by expansion of labor-intensive industrial e:;ports and, especially
 

in the former, negligible import substitution in capital goods.
 

The model constructed by Fei and Fanis for Korea and Taiwan serves to
 

demonstrate the importance of agriculturol production to achieving reduced
 

open or underemployment rates along with rapid output growth. High rates of 

agricultural productivit. tend to keep the real w;ge (expressed in terms of 

the industrial commodity) reletively low though the rerl wage expressed in 

terms of the domestic ,gricuivural commodity may be increasing along with the
 

supply of labor ,vaila)le to the industr.'al sector. This is true simply be

cause the relative price,oJithe agricultural commodity "..sdecreasing (or at
 

least not increasing as rapidly). Under these condit.-ons. the capital/employ

ment ratio may fall ')eccu,Ie of the demand for labor increase,, in the indus

trial sector despite a -apidly rising real wage enxpressed in terms of the 

agricultural commodity, Mamalakis notes that, unlike the land reform in 

Taiwan, the land reform in Chile has caused agricultural output to decrease 

rather than increase even thou-h it h,3 increased the rmount of labor em

ployed in agriculture. To uhe extent th.t this mcy cruse rapid increases in 

the real wage expressed in terms of the industrial conmodity, the rate of 
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industrial sector labor absorption may be substantially decreased. This
 

problem, Fei and Ranis fear, may also impede rapid growth in industrial em

ployment in Korea in future years
 

Mamalakis also comments on the possible employment effects of shifts
 

in the bill of goods demanded brought on by direct re-distribution of income
 

on the part of the Allende government:
 

The Chilean socialist-radical-communist government has assumed, 

along with most development econcmists, that profits are 

widely used for lu~;ury consumption and wages for %iass-produced, 

l-,cr-intensive Industrial goods. AF expected, its policies of 

rediEtributing income in favor of labor have substantially 

increased demand for i.ndustriaI products, reduced low utiliza

tion of employed labor and capitol stocks, and even expanded 

employment. The redistribution cf industrial profits in 

selected firms; has also, however, brought the.ni to bankruptcy and 

led to take over by the government. 

Mamalakis concludes that it is still too eirly to tell i.hat the full effect 

will be of such a radical transformrtion in the structure of ownership on em

ployment and output gowth. One of tbe main ruestions, of course, is whether 

or not wage earners and the government are !blr to ma:intain a high enough 

savings rate to prevent a ;ignLficant dec-line in the rrte of growth of totul 

capital. Another problem is that Chile cloes not fit the Socialist model 

well to the extent thet there is not a neat division between capitalists and 

laborers. Persons earnLng ,:apes in Chile include such diverse groups as low
 

paid agriculture. wor1:ers mnd high paid professionals .,ho may have radically 

different demind patterj'3. Finally,vhie the government sector is very im

portant in Chile. the Soci.zilsts usualy plce little em-phasis on the level 

and composizion of -overnment e,:penditurq rud it'. effect on the labor

intensity of output im.:. Threlore Mmal.-is L, proceeding to analyze the 

growth and employment impect oF the redistribution and e::penditure policies 
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of the Allende goverumeut vith his own somewhat modified version of the 

Socialist model.. 

3. Technology Choice and .. dtation 

The Role of the Domestic Ecuipment Industry. The desirability for 

underdeveloped countries to turther their productive potential in capital 

goods is analyzed by Pack and TodaroI who feel that, as long as LDCs import 

capital goods, their choice is too restricted. As long as capital goods pro

duction is concentrated almost exclusively in developed countries, the rela

tively insignificant demz.nds of the LDCs for these goods can have only a 

negligible impact ou both :u:-.-cnt p-:oduction decisions and, more important, 

on the direction the fccto. ".,vin{ til The authorsbias take in the future. 

argue that, to help elleviate the oucput and employment ronflict, the LDCs. 

especially lrger ones, shouli rrc'ducc their o;n machinery, initially copying 

the earlier, more ].aoy: i.iensive de3igns, of thc Ue..tcrn countries. This 

would permit the adoption of wore !7c~oent labor saving_ techniques to be intro

duced at a speed consistent with ch-i-ing domestic Eactor availabilities. 

Further, domestic -. of the? are then enabled to work closely withser. equ'.pment 


the producers--a feature which is of considerable importance given the made

to-order nature of most mcchinery.
 

The authors further support their contention by presenting data which 

suggests that the capital/labor ratio in the machinery industry is typically 

quite low. The ,sence of substantial economies of sci-le (a result of the 

specialized non-mass )roduction nature of the industry) -lso makes the industry 

a natural choice, Probabl the main precondition for the, establishment of the 

1Howard Pa- k .nd Mich.:el Todaro, "'Technolog.ical Tr:nsI'cr, Lobor Ab
sorption, and Ecouninic )evelopment," Oxford Economic P _pe-s November 1969. 
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capital goods industry is the provision of limited amounts of skilled and semi

skilled labor w;here it does noz already exist.
 

Evidence from a number of countries (e.g. Brazil, Argentina, Pakistan)
 

suggests that LDCs can be competitive in the production of machines. It is
 

suggested that, since specialization does have its advantages in this branch
 

of industry, trade among LDCs vould increase the overall potential of the
 

proposed strategy.
 

InternationalBorrowing. R ,nis and Fei discuss the principles and rules
 

under which it appears that LDCs could brnefit most from borrowed technology. 

At a given point in tiu.-, an LDC may be thought of cs ho-in , access to a shelf 

of technology corresponding to the various -intages in the more developed 

countries, wit| thc rnerc recent vintages typicalIy ch.aracterized by higher 

capital/labor ratios. Tie shelf continuously e :pind~s and changes composition 

as technological change prccceds in the more developed countries, but it always 

involves some range of choice -moil:- crpital/labor ratio s. The authors emphasize 

the fact that the technolog- v;hich can be adopted at a point in time is closely 

related to the shill -nd ed:cation characteristics of the adopter. A wise 

borrower is constrained by the education ind sluill attainment levels of its 

own economic agents. 

Technological borrowing may involve "pure transplantation" or "tech

nological assimi!ntion." In the l.tter, domestic innovative effort is imposed 

on the imported technology in order to modify and ;-dept its initially capital 

using charac~ter co mak!e it more suitvble to the labor rih/capital scarce 

factor endovment situe_:oii of the typ,'cal LDC. Such -;-mijnlationhas been 

documented for Jr.pan (Irnis) Hlexico (Strrssman), and thc Soviet Union 

IGustnav iPa.T'.s and John C.H F(.-' "Technological Ti:nsfer, Employment 
and Development,' (re\J.sed) Growth Cencer Discussion P !per No. 71, August, 
1969.
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(Granick). The importance of technological borroxjing, and especially of success

ful assimilation, helps to ri.ie human resource development somewhat disregarded 

in the early phases of coitenporary growth theory, a key factor. Economies 

which try to borrow aheed cf their skill level find it ore difficult or even 

impossible to effectively assimilate That they borrox,. 

The authors develop a model to analyze the relationship between technolo

gical transfer and teclnical unemployment. They focus on the complementarity 

(for the resolution of the unemployment problem) of an adequate level of 

austerity, the creation of the proper education;A, preconditions in terms of 

both quality and quant-:.ty, -Ind ;ulficicnt aility zn6 ,illingness to assimilate 

imported technology. In thls .,odel, the twin social objectives of raising per
 

capita income aned elim;nzitir. uneITOloyment are not in conflict. 

The conclusion emerge that, if there '.s simply pure transplantation, 

successful growth can o:cur .f and only if incrcsin:- laLcr productivity in 

the mature economy ,fro:i T.:hich bo-row.Lng occ.ts' is -ccompanied by a sustained 

decrease in the capitalioCput ratio. Epirical studies have shown that the 

capital/output ratio 4n :ature countries seems to have undergone long swings 

in both upward and dor.oard directions, so this would not be a plausible 

assumption. Assimilation is therefore required. 

The aforementionee paper both outlines a plau.-ible model of the inter

action of relevant economic variables and presents some evidence that the his

torical evolution of the Jvpanese economy between l7E .:nd 1939 is consistent 

with the intcrpret.ition proposed. In doing so, !.t pinpoints the possible sub

stantial benefits which may accrue to the country thint !,orrows wisely, i.e. 

at factor proportions :,s consistent with its own as no ssible; that exercises 

a substantial effort to assimilatu and nodify the technology; and that 

develops its o.un human resource;.-. in such- ".;,,iy ;as to complement the foreign 

http:quant-:.ty


technology and to permit its assimilation. As a consequence, irom an initial 

-leve I-o f- technical-unempI oyment-of-1O- 20 -percent-iAn-487(---the- Japanese-economy - 

reached the turning point (v.ere unemployment ended) by the 1930s--a con

clusion supported independently by other evidence. 

Pack and Todaro argue that, in an analysis of the lag of employment 

behind output growth in LDC manufacturing sectors, it is necessary to consider 

the technological alternatives faced by firms of different size and, above 

all, the choices made by expanding firms. Several empirical studies show that, 

over certain ranges, the productivity of both capital and labor tend to irk

crease. This could be explained by increasing returns to scale, but the 

authors think that it is the heterogeneous nature of equipment used by firms of 

different size which is more likely responsible. Much of the evidence suggests 

that capital-labor substitution becomes profitable only at relatively high 

volumes of production. 

The authors an1 so contend that, as the firm's profits grow, retained 

earnings permit more extensive choice among techcaologies. It may be anti

cipated that, Ohen current machinery wears out, the choice will be among more 

capital intensive technologies. If the technological choice set has little 

convexity, then there will be a strong bias towards adopting the new labor 

saving technology. The authors suggest that, even with uniform low wages, a 

small employment elasticity vill result as the economy eupands assuming that a 

good number of smaller firms are growing. Until most firms are in the modern 

regime, the changing distribution of output among firma is likely to produce 

lower employment elasticities than found in develcped countries. The main 

possibility for mitigatf.ng thin lIg is the adaptation (alontt the Japanese and 

1Howard Pack and I ichnal Todaro, "Induistrinlizrtion, Employment and 
the Choice of Alternativo Vinta e EcuipmOnt in Less Developed Countries," 
Growth Center Discussion Paper No. 95, September B70. 
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Russian lines) of labor intensive methods in peripheral activities such as
 

conveyance*
 

The more modern vintage capital of large,: fir iand its higher produc

tivity probably implies that these firms arc illing to pay higher wages than
 

do small firms. The observed higher wages are not necessarily a main cause of
 

the employment problem but rather the 'esult of the highez productivity of re

cent vintage capital; measures to eliminate wage differentials might result
 

merely in an increase in quaci-rents on the existing vintcges. A wage subsidy
 

could even decrease employment in certain cases, where, in effect it gives the
 

firms more capital with ,hich to expand to a never vintage technology.
 

The Pack-Todaro arguments provide interesting possible explanations of
 

wage differentials by siz.e of ":irni and suggest the need for caution in the
 

assessment of the employrent generating effect of r wagu control policy. Their
 

exposition is designed as anPinterpretation of the aiitorical record and does
 

not, of course, imply that all industries are or must be characterized by impor

tant increases in capital intcnsity by firm size.
 

Indipenous Adaptation. Ranis has undertaken .an extensive analysis of 

methods used to increase the labor intensity of production techniques at the 

individual process level. On the basis of Japanese, Taiwanese, and Korean 

experiences, he shows that even when the choice of machine type is limited, con

siderable change in factor proportions from that. appearing in more developed 

countries may be effected. This change, which Ranis has labeled "capital 

stretching" takes three forms. Ranis writes: 

In asseising the importance of capital stretching inno

vations, it is useful to recognize distinctions ietween innovations
 

relating,to the mnchine proper; innovatlon,; relating to the
 

Gustav -Ranis, "Industrial Sector Labor Absorption," forthcoming in 
Economic Development and Cultural Change, March 197,J. 
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production process as a whole, emphasizing the importance of 

activities within the plant but peripheral to the machine; and 

innovations with res3pect to the production proc~ess as a whole, 

* 	 emphasizing plant size and organiz.ation at vnrious stages of 

that process. 

The most common examples of the first type of innovations are machine speedups 

and increases in the number of shifts. Ranis' paper illustrates several cases 

of such increases in utilization in the textile industries of post-Restoration 

Japan and contemporary Korea and Taiwan.
 

Intra-plant increases in labor intensity may be achieved in a variety
 

of ways other than increases in the utilization of machinery. One innovation 

involves the substitution of cheap for expensive raw materials in Japanese 

textile pruduction. The use of shorter staple cotton szles machinery necessary 

for ra. material productiol. The additional numb-er of broken threads can be 

handled by employing more women. Greater use of human conveyor belts and hand 

packaging also afforels g,;reoter labor intensity, :r, Threan cotton weaving, for 

example, there is no mechanical conveyor belt in -h, carding and combing opera

tions. 

The third type o2 innovation is plant-saving. This is accomplished 

generally by means of a "putting-out" system and rural sub-contracting.
 

From the micro-economic data he was able to collect for contemporary 

Korea and Taiwan, Rnnis concludes that capital-stretching innovations are more 

prevalent the closer the process is to the finished product stage. This is con

sistent 	with the hypothesis that, in n developing country which is open and 

not too 	 large in sLze, the appropriate price incentives may bo expected to pro

duce n substantial increase in the employment-copital ratio, despite a depen

dence on 	imported machinery. 

.4 . 4- - a h ne y ; .. 4	 . .. 



4Government Policv Emidloyment and Distribution 

Wape DifFerenti ils. In- this ,pper, Reynolds reviews some of the infor 

mation on the behrvior of eaininrs and exairines o number of factors 'which would 

affect over time movement of real agricultural earnings in particular. In 

the discussion of rural earnings it is necessary to take account of the fact
 

that, at an early stage of development, farm income consists largely of pro

duction for home use. Although the Lewis or Ranis-Fei type growth models often
 

conclude that these earnings are likely to lag behind productivity increase
 

over time, factors other than those mentioned also play a rolp. The relation

ship between these wage iates and the urban wage level (related by migration and
 

other mechanisms) is an important question still to be answered.
 

In the low productivity urban sector, as in agriculture, most people
 

are self-employed; there is a crowding into these activities which leads to
 

low output and low income pt: worker. Little is know about incomes in this
 

sector although it is w tdy -ural-urban migration is
assumed that a substan

tial equilibrating f-actor. E;:actly what sort of relationship is provided
 

depends on how accurate is the information concerning migrants, how high migra

tion costs are, how important ere the non-monetary attractions of the city, and
 

so on. Although models frequently assume that average earnings will be higher
 

in the cities, one could readily argue that they would be lower.
 

With respect to wages of unskilled labor in the modern urban sector,
 

limited statistical evidence suggests that (a) they vary considerably more
 

among the stablishments than is true in more developed countries (suggesting
 

greater labor market imperfections), with the small firm-large firm differential
 

Lloyd G. Reynolds, "Relative Earnings and Hanpower Allocation in 
Developing Econom-.e," (The Pakistan Development Review, Vol. IIXI, No. 2, 
May 196.)). 



much greater than is the cse in the developed countries; (b) wage levels in
 

the modern sector seem high relative to earnings in traditional activities-

they are often 2 or 3 times ishigh--well above the 30 or 40 percent differential 

hypothesized in some growth models. The high w,,age policy may persist because 

is has little effect on costs in the "-leading" capital intensive manufacturing
 

and extractive industries, because it has productivity and intangible public
 

relations advantages and because the employers are not entirely free to
 

choose. This latter element is especially true for the government sector, but
 

also for large scale industry. Minimum wage legislation is widespread in LDCs
 

and usually exerts substantial pressure on the wage structure.
 

Once a wage differential has developed it tends to harden into custom.-


The modern-traditional gap may .iden over the early decades of development as
 

value added per worker in the modern sector rises rapidly over time. Earnings
 

in traditional activities ive likely to rise only gradually.
 

The wages of skilled manual workers are basically market-determined
 

and their premium over non-skilled ;orkers is considerably larger than in more
 

developed countries. There ire also indications that large wage differentials
 

for educated white collar workers are common in the LDCs.
 

The wage information summarized by Reynolds suggests that, for many
 

LDCs, skilled blue collar and uhite collar workers remain a scarce resource
 

and the corresponding levels of education should still be quite productive.
 

The appnrently negative relationship between wage rates and employment in the
 

modern sector and rural-urban migration is relevant both to government wage
 

legislation policy and general questions of efficient allocation of resources
 

in the economy; the implication is strong that too much intervention may de

crease allocative efficiency.
 



Policies Affectinr Factor Prices. 14hat role do relative prices have 

in planning? Ranis notes that their role has been depicted in classical and 

neoclassical literAture, ;s instruments in the achievement of efficient re

source allocation over time .2nd space. Houcver, since the market left to its 

own devices is often hypothe-lized to generate the right prices, the relevance 

for practical planning may Oe meager. In order to make the price system the 

central instrument in achieving efficient resource allocation, there must be 

(a) no economic necessity for the government to play a substantial role in 

the economy's directly proz-uctive areas, (b) relatively fll and free flow of 

information and resources and (c) no overriding ideological or other non

economic necessity for intervention. Frequently none of these conditions are
 

fully satisfied. 

The development problem rquiies much nort tha'n zhc 3imple policy ad

vice flowqing from the :'l!y:;i.s of a general equiKiLr.i system. Structural 

change via a Ilroadening o.F Le resource base--boa. hi:mv. and material--is 

needed. At this .;tagc oi Jev,-lopment the infant industrv argument has much 

validity. During the import substitution phase. hc.ever, there is much dis

tortion of prices is e.:chang: rctes become over, :lued, .ntcrest rates decline, 

and rationing exerts its influence. Typically tl erc it.; also neglect of agricul

ture as its terns of trnide are depressed. This tLlge ma' be useful in the 

long run only if it can .c gradually dismantled: otherufisc the assumed absence 

of entrepreneurs -.nay !;e self-fulfilling; its logi.c dcpeuds on its uncovering 

additional resources, rathe than its efficiently allocating known and given 

resources.
 

I Ranis, ;'clative Prices in Planning! ;or Economic Development," 

in International Comni:rit:on.; oi Prices and Outputs, 1). J. Daly, editor, N.B.E.R. 

1972. 



The next , tnge VedluirCs " broadening, o[ the development base to har

ness a larger proportion of the previously disenfranchised economic agents. 

In this phase it is impo;,siblo for direct government o'.:nership or control to 

play an important role. Rela.tLve price edjustments foi agriculture are likely 

to be a sine ciue non for the adoption of zvailcble new.technology. Probably 

the most important relative price to be adjusted is the exchange rate, but 

the significance of the interest rate and other administered prices should
 

not be neglected.
 

Changes in Income Distribution. Soligo eamines the effect of equalizing 

the size and 6ectoral distr'bution of income on output and employment. Results 

for Pokistan show :hit the capital and labor intensity of the household con

sumption pattern increasec, w:!th incoie and is higher for urban consumers. He 

then examines the effect of zn equalizotion of thc di:,t.ribution of income on 

output and ecployment :rowth. This involves two e:.erimCnts. In the first 

experinent, he domonstrates the effcct on output and employmcnt of a polLcy of 

disttibuting the increments -i.n inco::oe equclly aong all persons. .The outkut 

and employment level associated with this policy are compared with those
 

resulting from a policy x.Ihicl, leaves the existing size distribution intact.
 

In the second experiment, he compares the case where the eisting distribution
 

remains intact .iti' the case There the distribution of income within each
 

sector (rural and urban) remains the same but the over2ll distribution of both 

sectors combined changes because of unequal growth of each sector's income. 

The results -how that short-run employment Is insensitive to changes in 

the sectoral and size Jistribution of income, althou.!' the extreme alterations 

.hich Soligo considers do si.j i.ficantly zffcct the long- run output growth 

1Ronald Soligo, "Factor Intensity of Consumption Patterns in West 
Pakistan," April 1972. 
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rate Soligo concludes that, oy fol'JowJnja per...ect equaliation policy with 

respect to the distribution o'1 cotn rowth, 'es)P.4stin could increase its 

rate:of-growth t nofopg-runempo 	 y 

The experiment involving a i-edistribution of income in favor of agriculture 

increases the output growth rate. 

It should be pointed out that Soligo's experiments involve large de

grees of redistribution which go well beyond alterations in fiscal activity
 

observed in most LDC's.. With this point in mind, Soligo's results indicate
 

that changes in income distribution reasonably within the limits of current
 

fiscal 	practice would hzive negligible impact on both output and employment.
 

Hence, 	the hypothesis noi.. fasl.oonable that exogenous income redistribution will' 

cause both output -!nd employrient to increase significantly by increasing the 

output 	 share of labor-intensive goods is not supported. 

5. 	 Industrial Sectur Employment 

Latin Aierican Cerient. Carlos Diaz's comparison of the cement industry 

in Latin tmerica with that in the U.S., Cenada, and Australia ,is a "micro"
 

attempt to explain and quantify the source of productivity difference in this
 

industry. It also attempts to measure the degree of capital-labor substitution
 

that exists in this activity.
 

Differences in average labor productivity between LA and non-LA plants,
 

Diaz concludes, are only partly attributable to differences in capital-labor
 

ratios and scale. Structural differences are so great between the two groups
 

that it may be gaici that they operate oft different producEion functions.
 

ICarlos 	DiP-Alejandro, LoLor: Productivity and Other Characteristics of 
Cement Plents: /An Intorntioncl Comparison," Grootl. CoTntr Discussion Paper 
No. 105, February 1971. To be published -,'n Jagdish Bhigv ti and Richard Eckaus, 
ed., Development id 'Karnuin. Essays Jin Honor of "cul Rosenstein-Rodan (Allen 
and Unwin in coilborat'on x%,,th the MIT Press),. 



Factor proportions eVdn in the cemeLt industry seem to be somewhat 

sensitive to relativa factor j:ices, The esimoted elaticity of substitution, 

... /-though-not-high S i3Td-f i: -nt ly-- gre at e- th a-zero-.- oreover --this-estimate 

may well be biased downward since the capital proxies used may not pick up 

equipment used in quarries and for material handling, as well as computers. 

Diaz also lays out i.,teresting areas of further research. He points 

out that "the data leave unclear what kinds of capital labor can subst.tute for. 

A closer look at labor allocation within cement plants, as well as a more de

tailed inventory of capital goods 4s the next step in clarlfying this point. 

Such an investigetion may also shed light on what other factors, besides scale 

and capital per worker account for the much higher average labor productivity 

of non Latin American plants. It should also help to establish whether effi

ciency differences are neuLr1l regardinc; labor and capital, or whether systematic 

biases exist. A last point xuhich ccuild 'e cleared up -,with the help of these 

detailed data concerns ih. degree to which the LA ;lants incorporate within 

themselves a larger amount of processes and social overhead facilities, in

cluding not only bagging and electricity but. also housing and repairs, which 

are ex6luded from NLA cement plants."'
 

Diaz'--results bear on the factor substitutability and efficiency issues
 

as they arise in one fairly important industry. The further work outlined
 

above and now being undertaken by Diaz should provide additional insights along
 

these lines, 

Korean Industry. Ranis draws a contrast between the role of the industrial 

in Japan and Taiwan. I1e draws a "normal"
sector in Korean development and that 

scenario for the open labor surplus type of economy, in which one point of
 

1 GustavflciniL, "Tho Role of the Industriml SecLor II Korea's Transition 

to Economic Mturity," Grow.th Canter Di.9cus0',on Paper No. 1125, October 11"71. 
Publisheid In ic,iDocumentJ ind fSelectc;d Patirs of Korea a Third Five-Year 
Economic litvolopmont Plorn (197,-l9Th),. Sung liwrn Jo ond Seong-Young Park, 
editora,, Sogane, Untvarsit~y, lSeoul, Koro, l ,72, 
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interest is when iaport nainly I. tradiional landibtit.u-.on--fuelled based 

exports--gives way to c:.oi'Z s fstLtut. on, Euelled by non-traditional labor 

based exports (called i:'-e u~itcin; point), and cnothe:." -t uhich the economy 

becomes v net food importer, Finally, of relevance in all labor surplus economies
 

is the commercialization polnt when the Oasic condition o2 labor surplus gives 

vay to that of lc.bor scarcity. In Japan and Taiwan Ranis interprets the role 

of the aricultir.al sector as providing exports to fuel the import substitution 

phase; he dates the swi:ching-, point for Jap in around I"'0'O, and that for Taiwan 

around 1959. But in Korea the agricultural sector has not fulfilled its his

torical mission as a ,csvl:-of w,,hich, although entrepreneurial maturation did 

take place dur-ing the import substitution pl-.'se, the "essential fuel for the 

substitution phase to :.,,As jgenerated." The .xport oriented indusrollow never 

trial sector had to pa, for its own continued e:,pansion and also for food 

imports .hich have groNn vcry ranpidly. The 1,eavy e -- :nds ma'de on this sector 

have led to si, nificant distorgions, ,.ith t'e drivJe pro.ably going beyond the 

point warranted by long ,'uni :ompp. at.lve adi,-nt-ec ancr culmina!ting in negative 

value addea in some sut-;ecior. The ..mpcrted rai: naterial component of exports 

as well as their capital .nton'ity has been rising. Ilany special incentives 

sector (,.].though this washave been established Eor the indubtrial cx.Port 

partially adjustment for increas.ng overvaluntion). 

Instead of movin', first to labor intcnsive, then to skill intensive, 

and finally to coital intensive production for export, Korea has been forced
 

to attempt to move directly into at least some fairly technology intensive and
 

tocapital intensive activities. It has also been Corced Admit an unusually 

heavy inflow, fir't, oil ioreign ,id and more recently of private foreign 

capital to keep the proc., ss goin!:. 

http:increas.ng
http:aricultir.al


An interesting diff1erence betiv;een JapE.n and Taiwan, on the one hand, 

and Korea on the other is t :l.t hake ieen hracterized a good deal-he former by 

of industrial subcu1tr.'cti., ;witi medium and smll.l sr.lc- firms reaching out 

into the countryside, vhile prucesses taking advantage of the economies of scale 

remained mainly in the arl.an centers. 1Korea is mari-e.d by very little complemen

tarity between the agricnltu-al and non-rricul'ural sectors. This lack of 

symbiosis between medium and Large scale industry has Ciad the effect of higher 

import and capital intens..ties. but perhaps more importantly adverse effects 

on agricultural product:vit)l, w.in the distance betaveen the two sectors is sub

stantial and farmers ccrino': pe-'ceiv'e .'nvestmont opportunities oucside of agri

culture and are thus less interested in exploring nev technology. 

Colombian Industr,. Be-r-:'s analysis oL :mall scale industry in Colombia, 

and its reltion to large s.:ole .ioustry, Us relevnrit :n the contet of the em

ployment auestion. It is notec, that, Jcsplte a rat'cr lengthy history of 

industrial prowth, the o',jority o[ thoe iinuLrctui-.n,- la.bor force (including in 

repair) is found in co'tge-':tvle establishments (less than five workers). 

The share of this sub-tsecto7- of in-Justr, appea:-s not to l.ave been declining 

significantly in recent i'c.,as. Looking across plant sizes in industry, the 

1 rgest plants have labor producti,;ity eigit or nine times higher than inde

pendent workers an6 ebout tl-ee times ac high as' pl-Int i" pith five to nine ,orkers. 

The output-capital ratio appears to go in the other dire t'.on, i.e., to be 

higher for small. firms, rlthough tHe relationship ,ith iz over the small and 

intermediate ranges i.:i not oscertair.-iole witlh prccision to date. In most two
digit sectors : ma.] scale .ndt' ;-ry has retained at lPast it-, absolute number 

of vorkers (the exception '.:; t:e tiles and foote:r) ;-nd in many the employment 

IAlber. Be:-ry "iT'e Rclevarce -.in Prospects o " Scale Industry in
 
Colombia," Growth cntcr Discussion Paper No. 142, April 1 .72. 



is rising rapidly as inf -oc.frcJ.cts, vood )rd produc:s, and metal products, 

especially transportation equipment and manufrcturiii .,:p ar. 

The tremendous difFer.>nces in labor p oductJii"' imply, at first glance 

substantial employment oppcrtuiities in o shift of the size structure away from 

the larger towards the sm;:ller firms, with an accompanying increase in total 

output. But th,_ feasibility of such a shift depends on tlhe flexibility of the com

position of industrial output and possible differences .u dynamic efficiency
 

which are not captured in static factor productivity. The figures suggest
 

rather strongl' that one factor ueighing against ropid employment expansion and 

improved income ditributiorn in recent years has 1Leen tho focus on industries 

characterized by large Eirms and hij. c,7pital intensity ond the relative dis

interest of public policy .i. the smaller firms. An important question for 

policy is the extent to \:hLch small scale producirs cnni, be linked to international 

trade (exports) in r situ::tion in ihich ma.r1iet Lntermcdi:-ies are not -,usually 

efficient aggregators of sr:,cl] sczlc production -o.,: suc.: purposes. Given the 

closeness of the relatiorsi..- bctwcen size and ccpitr! -ntensity. there exists 

doubt that industri.! e%,ortrr will contribute muci. to the unemployment problem 

unless small scale firms c n somehow become )art of this phenomenon. 

K.nyan Industry. Pac!Os study at the micro level indicates. for the 

case of Kenya, that diseubo(lied technical progress, not capital deepening, has 

accounted for most of thc :i.se of labor productivity. This contradicts his 

intercountry cross-sectior result (belo,..) v.hich is I)C s!2d on the assumption that 

disembodied technical progress is very low in the LDC; relative to that in the 

DCs. Pack contends tl'at K!inyn may :.cll be an e;:ceptional case for at least two 

reasons: (1) the pre:enc! o)f foreign firm'; in Kenyn -,ho-e managers are very 

adept at achieving labor !)-oductivit incre.7ses throu:i --corganizz.tion; 

IIfoward :?nck, "Euployreat in Kenyan Manufactu-..n. - Some 1.[icroeconomic 
Evidence." April 1972. 
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(2) the fact that operations in i(enya are highly labor-intensive even by LDC
 

standards and disembodied technical chonge appears to be an increasing function
 

of labor intensity.
 

Pack's data suggest that unemployment in Kenya may be effectively
 

eliminated by decreasin- cxcess capacity. His study reveals a high level of
 

single shift excess capacity and a lack of multiple ,hifts which do not seem
 

to be attributable to factor price distortions. The iost important factor
 

leading to substantial single shift excess capacity seemed to be an overestimate
 

of' sales growth on the part of individual firms. (Suchl a situation has also
 

been observed in Latin Arerica where rapid indust-ial growth in the early 

stages of an import suo. titution program has often 1-een followed by a considerable 

slowing after primary import substitution has been 2ompleted.) Most managers 

indicated z!preference for J.nv!stment in ne7, cipacit rather than increasing 

the number of shifts beyonc1 one. Neither shift (iic'entials in wage rates nor 

a lack of supervisory pc-zsonnel :or night1 shifts sec:-.cd to ,bevery important 

constraining factors.
 

]I 
Inter-country Xndustr-. Comparison. P-ack '.a' also been concerned with 

examining determinants of t;, emplo,,:,ent elasticizy (t:: ratio of the percentage 

change in employment to the -ercentge change in output) for two digit indus

trial sectors. This vorh is bas.ed on . continuous, inter-country cross section 

sample of two-digit industrieS. If employment elastLci:y is less than unity, 

it is possible to have dcecreasing ratio of industrial employment to total 

labor force in the economy even though the ratio of industri.il output to total 

labor force is increaoLng. Pack ,;hoxws that the tot.i .ndust-.ial employment 

elasticities for both DCX ant. LDCs are sitnificantly lrs; than unity. 

1 lloucrd Pack, "E.mp.lovn.nt and Industrial Groi'ti-Some Cross-Section 
Results: 1.1.,53-63,11 Novembe:r 1971. 

http:E.mp.lovn.nt
http:industri.il
http:sec:-.cd
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With no technological change ad fixed factor prices, the employment 

elasticity for o cost ini.nimizing frm is un.;-y in the long run. Given the 

simple Cobb-Douglas product on function vhich Poc' uses, the employment elas

ticity for such firms will be less than unity only under n:wo conditions: 

neutral technological chvnge (which is , function of time and/or c~pital 

deepening (which is the result of increases Ln the i.,a-e-capital.,rent ratio). 

Pack provides evidence to the ef~ect that employment elasticities for the DCs 

and LDCs are not significontly different at the to-digit level. He then 

combines this fact .itih res;uli; taken from (ase studio,.!;,:vhici: indicate that dis

embodied technical prc-;c accounts 'or a z:'uch la.:gcr percentage of labor 

productivity growth in Ds; ,han it:does in LDCs. It i: clear, therefore, that 

if the parameters o. thc .,obb-Dous1.,s function zire the :;ri 'except for the 

constant term) in both the C -nd tne LDCs, capital :3.(epcning has been much 

greater in the LDC5; than it : :.(en.- the DC:;. ThC,:.-,cy iplication of this 

result, Pack argue; Ls h., the LDCs would hive ,1-d.'u.tantially higher 

employment elasticity t|:: tic DCs Lf their rg-rentallid increased atrates 

the same (rather than a greater) rate. Al.3o, .;ince c.-se studies indicate an 

almost negligible rate o disembodied technical change :,t the aggregate level 

in LDCs, an employmient elast:icity close to unity could have been achieved had 

relative factor prices been held constant in the LDCs. 

6. Ar.ricultural Sector Esrlovment 

Colombian AgrJ,cu..ure. Berry discusses some of the technical aspects 

of land reform and the attenda.t conditions which Actermine its possible impact 

on employment anc. income 6.;. tribution, cften the -!,,-in J'ouls. The model used 

IAlberi. Berry, "Land ,cforn an'J 1hc A:.,rjcuitLw:,i, Income Distribution," 
Growth Center .)L,:cu:ssion Popei No. "')7, Mzcrch 1.11, 



is designed to capture the main relevant features of LDC agricultural sectors,
 

_ _ 	 i.e. the different factor propotions typically characterizing farms of 

different sizes, different crop compositions and diff-erent home consumption 

ratios. It is argued that, while land redistribution may be expected to raise 

agricultural output in many cases, it may well worsen the distribution of income 

by lowering the demand for hired labor. The mechanism \.which may produce this 

effect is a decrease in the amount of labor hired per unit of land when the 

land passes from large fe?:ms to relatively small ones; the damaged groups are 

or 	all of their incomes from uorlir g on other people's land.those hich earn most 

The model used to isolate the conditions under which this undesirable
 

effect may occur sepnrates the agricultural populntion into three groups:
 

large landowners, small farmers (either ovners or tenants), -nd landless
 

farmers. Uith this model icrry analy-es the deter-)ianntL; of how land redistri

bution may be expected to affIect income distribution--in oarticular how it 

will affect the incomes of landless \orkers (through the agrirultural wage rate), 

and of new land recipients. Berry shows that a wamge docOasc is n definite 

theoretical possibility (as vell as one which a number of observers believe 

has occurred in certain countries). This has an important policy implication, 

namely, a need, in the rlesign of reforms, for more careful thinking about dis

tribution effects.
 

In a more general study of Colombian agriculture, Berry concludes that
 

overall there exists rather persuasive evidence that output and distribution
 

goals are complementary rather than in conflict. lie shovs that income distri

bution in agriculture has, in fact, vorsened over time but that this is attri

butable to two factors: the advent and rapid growth oi the commercialized 

uses relatively cspital tntonoivc technologies, and,agricultural sector which 

1bert Berry, "Land Disitribution, Incoio D.st.ibution, tnd the Produc

tive Efficiency of Colombian t,3ricultura," Growth Conter DiLcusson Prper No. 108, 

March 1P971. 
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in lesser degree, to tdc 'elac:ve decline of the importnce of coffee in agricul

ture (an exogenous factor irom the country's point ).LEviev). 

Berry con.;ider ; the implications of land redistribution as a means of 

counteracting these factors. The study compares factor productivities by farm 

size: labor productivity is much higher on the lirger farms, land and capital 

productivity substntially h.gher on the small ones. Plausible measures of 

overall social efficiency oj resource utilization tend to favor farms in the 

range of 3-10 hectares over either the larger or very small ones. 

The policy implicat.ons of these results are then discussed at some 

length. For ex,.'mple, redi stribution and/or credit :oeallocation are likely to 

have a positive irpact on output (as well as on incomae distribution) in 

Colombian agricultu-e, a resiult similar to that encountered for other countries, 

including India on,,' Br%!'.L. 

Indian A1riculture. Pcbert Evenson hiis reported the ::esults of his re

search on employment anJ, nroductivity c.iane in to papers: "Employment and 

Indian Agriculture" (1-72) and 'Labo: in the Indiran Agricultural Sector" (1972). 

His work has focussed on threc aspects of the Indian e2:perience over the last 

sector
decade. First, total Lactor productivity indices for the agricultural 

have been calculated for each State in Indii. These measure the regional 

disparities in productivity change in a more meaningful sense than standard 

yield per hectare measures. Second, micro-data from producers have been utilized 

to investigate substitution elisticities betveen factors of p:oduction. Then, 

of the effects of technical change anrj subsidized mechanization onan analysis 

the demand for labor is underta.:en. Real i ages by State over time are measured 

and related to productivity gains in agricultural and non-agricultural labor. 



The total factor productivity measures shou a pattern of productivity 

gain that differs somehat from that reflected by simple yield measures. In
 

particular it shows r somewhat more diffuse pattern sith some producing regions 

only reflecting substantial gains. The study reportsj for the first time,
 

measures of the elastici'tv oif substitution between labor and other factors of 

production. A relatively low substitution elasticity (.4) is estimated 

between labor and bulloc': labor.,fertilizer and seeds. and traditional imple

ments, indicating that a relative rise in the wagcs of laborers will induce 

very little substitution oF these factors for labor in production. The elas

ticity of substitutioa betwecn labor :nd medium Liplements (tractors) is 

estimated to be relativcly high how\ever (I.'). Thu:3 a ri-se in wages and a 

decrease in u,:ce:: induce substantial suubstitutionmachinery ould of machinery 

for labor, with serious implications for the lahor mar!ket in the sector. 

Some controversy ov;c: the extent to vhi.ch real 1:ages have changed over 

the ll61-71 period in India still e:ists. The evidence assembled in this study 

shows quite clearly that real \..,ages have risen 3y up to /:0 percent in the 

States hich have experienced the most productivity gains (Punjab, Haryana, 

Gujarat) and have actually fallen Ln States with little or no productivity 

gains (West Bengal and Bihar). A model of wage determination is developed to 

show the expected relationship between producti.ty and wages. The key deter

minant of the positive cor,:elation is shown to be the demand for product 

relationship. A region with a very elastic demand Wii experience an increase 

in the demand for labor when it achieves productivity ;c:ins. Ir will also 

have the effect of lowering product prices ind (ecreazing the demand for labor 

in regions here productivity gains have not been achieved. 

http:producti.ty
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The policy implications of uneven productivity gains are quite impor

tant for they lead to uneven shifts in labor demand hichi show up quite
 

dramatically in wages, labor, migration and unemployment. This work shous that 

policy decisions are required with respect to modifying the regional pattern
 

of productivity gains as well as in dealing with labor markets generally in
 

disequilibrium.
 

7. The Service Sector
 

The early labor surplus models were composed of :_,vo sectors, the tradi

tional and the modern. W.lhile a useful starting point, c tx.:o sector model may 

represent fairly serious oversimplification. One form of elaboration of the
 

original labor surplus ,odel suggested by Reynolds (among others) is a disaggre

gation into tjo tradi-.Lonal sectors-- agricul-ure ;nd tlie urlhan "trade-service" 

sector--and two modern one:---:'ndustry and government. I Each of the four sectors 

may be expected to show chccrcteristicall), different ':ehovior in productivity 

and employment over time. The ur5an trcde-servicc- sector is linked closely to 

the rural traditionarl sector 'y migration, and may be c::pected to have a re

lated but not necessarily equivalent :age level. The nature of unemployment 

may also differ with differences in the wage determination process as betveen 

the modern industrial sector ind the government sector, the market playing a 

substantial role in the former but not in the latter. Since government tends 

to expand over time, this can become of substanti :l importnce. 

Reynolds suggests that the !many po:sible vairiations of assumptions which 

might be relevant in terms ol such a four-sector I::odcl orgue for the use of 

simulation as a fruitful ucay of exploring the consequences of varying values 

within prescribed ranges. 

ILloyd G. Reynolds, "Economic Development .;. Farplus Labour: Someth 
Complications," published in O-:fordi Economic Prmcrs, Vol. IX, No. 1, March M%9. 
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The direction of research suggested by Reynolds' contribution seems in

creasingly important in view of the mounting evidctice that sectors frequently
 

treated as homogeneous nre, in iact, far from it. This is clearly the case for 

the urban sector as a wholr. Here the difference Oetveen the industrial and non

industrial components 's considerable. Ii,particular, iLi understanding unemploy

ment it is important to analyze fully the absorptive characteristics of the non

industrial urban sector and at the same time its production characteristics. 

Edgar Edwards discusses, in the context of laor -surplus societies,1 

the relative efficiency of alternative market formus--in prticular, of competi

tion and institutionalied %.:ork sharing--in the generation of an investible sur

plus available to the economy. Hc argues that, in -,conomies with too little 

work to keep everyone eroloved .or full wor!:ing days, the solution observed in 

some societies of hvin., everyone worli part time m.ay. .e : more efficient 

strategy than pure comp,tition, so long as one :ssui:e: ti-c society has the 

responsibility of keeping everyone olive. Thi2 M.guoent rest.s on the (plausible) 

assumption thart the Cunction ;:clating food input -low.thait nec.ossary to keep 

a person alive to hours ),. .ork shows diminishinf, mrgina] productivity, i.e. 

the first units of food (above that necessary for subsistence) are more pro

ductive than later units. Pith the food required to keep everyone alive treated
 

as a fixed cost, minimization of total cost corresponding to a given amount of
 

work (the amount which is required, given the capital stock available) involves
 

sharing the work equally among all member.; of the potential labor force. Under 

the circumstance of insufficient work to provide full employment (or all, a 

competitive system, on the other hand. with its ;1location of resources by factor 

prices would give rise to %bidding down of the rage rate and to unemployment. 

iEdgar 0. Edwards, "Work Effort, Investible Surplur; nnd the Inferiority 
of Competition," Grc''th Center Discussion Paper io. 6/:. ti". 1.%,. 



In this situation, Edwa-rds concludes that unemployment cannot be relied on as
 

a signal that the related faictor price is too high; such reliance could lead to
 

inefficient pricing.
 

The paper raises interesting questions with respect to certain policy
 

issues in capital-short countries. Where social institutions have developed
 

apparently efficient mechanisms to effect sharing of the work available, it may 

be an error to try to tear do ,;n these institutions prematurely. In situations
 

where such institutions do not exist or are being dismantled, the analysis lends
 

weight to the nrgument for either the use of a labor subcidy on the part of the 

government, or some provision of the right to work. Ed.ards throws out the idea 

that, for examplo, n person could be given the right to .ork for any company he 

wishes, but at , w.mge rate ,pecified by tha market--a faar!et whose rules of the 

game would have to oi specified, Ed,ards' -ontelitio- strengthens the efficiency 

arguments for such policies; they are of course £avCoable, when correctly 

handled, to improved distribution and increased ei.tloy:aent. At the same time 

Edwards' argu.aents ;u'.gst that, even .ith an optimali use of labor, one should 

not expect thlwt ver.on . v~il hc. fully empioyd all the time. This in turn 

suggests strongly the aued for reini'orcin . cxisting inst-Ji.uti.ons or even 

developing new institut.ons :hich prevent some individu,:is from working very long 

hours in a system in vjh,*,,.n competition tends generally to prevail. 

Cuestions of the j:elationship between economi efficiency, size and 

1 
factor proportions in retail. t.rde have been examined by 1". S. Bhalla. Bhalla 

notes that a typical ur:!nak:,:; i.n analyses o_- capital intcnsity and factor sub

stitutability in the manufacturing sectors is the Ciki"re & include working 

capital. Since this i.s t: : :'N.afn form of capital tsod .,.n retail trade this is 

of special interest at fan ,, this sector Ls conc''rned. 

1A. S. "hlla,EconomLc Ffficiency, Cipitdl Intei:,ity 
and Capital
 

Labor Substitut ?on in Retvii Trade," Gro'.th Center Discuosion Paper No. 94, 
September M70. 
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The usual incica'-o-;x of :apital intensity found in the economic litera

ture are the capital-laboi: and capital-output ratios. Bhalla points out that 

in retailing, vith fixe:i cnipitol relatively insignificant, the stock-sales 

ratio becomes analogous to the capital-output ratio and the inventory-labor 

ratio to the capital-labor retio. 

In the conte:zt of Colombia's 1954 commerce census, the author finds that, 

in four of the seven sectors considered, the inventorv-cales ratio was a mono

tonically decrensing,, function of sales; in the other cases there either 17as 

no relation or there was c non-nonotonic but still generally negative trend. 

The inventory-labor ratio, like the inventoty-sales rct:o, usunlly declined with 

sales. This combination could be due to economies ef : cale or superior manage

ment on the part of these Zii si. Eouations to plaL x; los per person and 

sales per employee in te-_'mr oE size fitted :es;t ,.-;:1cn i uwge variable vas also 

included; most of the coceicienus of the size vari'bLe -,ere positive and the 

degree of explanation rangcC from reason&loe to good. 

Bhalla performed a series of statistical testa- designed to measure the 

elasticity of labor/capital 1ubstitution. This pararueter represents the ratio 

of the percentage change in factor proportions to thv percentage change in rela

tive factor prices. The higher the magnitude of this c]lasticity, the more vwe 

would expect factor proportions to be sensitive to cha,nges in relative factor 

prices. 

Although no simple generalization emerges from Bhalla's tests, there 

are hints of substantial elasticity. hen a variable is included to capture 

economies of scale, the elasticit, of substitution for :he thrce types of re

tailing for ;lich the trea.urc could !),offected raned from .(c to 1.4. 

A ir.orc compli-c; t.d evrc .sc, vhich distin;uishcd between employed labor 

and family laoor aid betucen fixed and working capit.] u.:s applied to data 
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for 20 retail industries ir Taiwan, producing an elasticity of substitution
 

estimate of 2.3. An elasticity estimnte of this magnituCte implies that policies
 

designed to decrecse the effective real vage (e.g. payroll subsidies and food
 

price reductions) may stimulare employment in retail trade without unfavorable
 

effects on income distribution. That is to say, ;age income would tend to rise
 

relative to non-.,age income as a result of n decline in the effective real wage. 

In general. the following point should be made: Uhile the severe data 

problems plaguing this sort of research preclude its leading quickly to policy 

implications, this line of analysis should, as dcta becor.-e more available, 

eventually prove fruitful irn ovr under ,tandtng o a rapidly expanding share of
 

the LDC economy.
 

Another useful study of the LDC tertiary sector v as also performed by 
1 

Ajit Bhalla. He observes that Colin Clark s hypothe.i5 that the percentage 

share of the tert,_ary sector in output %nd employment rises vitb increases in 

per capita income has often been misinterpret'ed ir the context of LDCs. The 

rise, he contends, ma)' well :,e a supply side phenomenon, Bhr'llz argues that the 

estimation of employment functions at the disaggregAte level is more likely to 

reduce the difficult identification problem. 

Bhalla presents evidence for J.,pan (195C-ltL) ar employment elastici

ties with respect to income and finds that (a) only for wagc employment is this 

elasticity significontly :reater thnn Iero in most of the non-agricultural 

sectors e:camincd; (b) oun employment has - negative elasLcity in all sectors 

and (c) family employment usually ha; a low one. Identifying supply and demand 

remains difficult since for ; elf-e:nployed labor tL.erc i; no real theory of allo

cation and supply of effort. Onc-ypothesis i.: tnt .eli-cmployment should be 

iAjit Bh:-1 , "A DA ggregativc pproach t LDC' s Tertinry Sector." 
Growth Center Discu-;sion Paper No. ':, Septcmbr 1."70. 

http:hypothe.i5


related to unemployment, but -- linear estimation of "he relationship does not 

yield significant results. Using participation rates cr n independent variable
 

improves the fit in ll sectors and all labor categoric;: especially for owner
 

operators and family labor. Blhalla interprets the ividence as implying that 

pressures of labor supply do tend to shov; up in increasers in self-employment in 

commerce and, to a lesser e::tent, i.n other economic activities. These employ

ment elasticities provide detailed and interesting,benchmarks against 1hich the
 

data of other countries can be measured.
 

8. Labor Supply: Level and Composition
 

Differential Fertility. A study by Farooq and Tuncer attempts to show 

the effects of zoderni.-ti:on on the observed fertility pattern in the sixty

two provinces of Turkey over the 1935-1%5 period. The .luinnueinial censuses 

are the main source of cata for estimation o" provincil ;fertility and for corres

ponding series on socio-econotnic var,.ablcs such as liccrocy, female labor force 

participation, industrial'.Tation, urbanization and :iarital rate. Crude birth 

rates nre used as the fertility variable and are estineted by the reverse 

projection technique. 

The analysis consist, of two parts. In the first, the interrelationships 

among the variable:; are examined in depth using simple correlation and ranking 

techniques. In the second, an attempt is made to appro::imate a functional 

relationship between (ertil.ty and the development vari'lcs using multiple 

regression techni.ues ,ithie tm fraaewor!r. r' a chain ':elationship model. The 

model is estimated from. croL.:-:uictional and then pooled d;ita. 

IGhazi M. Fnroo,. nd Brran Tuncer, "P:ovinc K_ T,,rtiI ity and Social and 
Economic Developmcur in Tiirlroy." Grovith C(ntr Disctssion P-rper No. 15., 

October 1972.
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The analysis shous that there is a definite negative relationship
 

The bivariate
between socio-economic advancement and the level of fertility. 


relationships between fertility and selected development variables all had ex

pected signs with the level of literacy having the highest correlation coeffi

cient., followed by female labor force participation, industrialization, marital
 

On the regional picture, there emerges an interesting
rate, and urbanization. 


geographical grouping of the provinces with the western most (closer to
 

In the
Europe) typically more economically advanced and with lower fertility. 


regression model, the variables immediately affecting fertility are female
 

literacy and marital rates with the influence of the former consistently
 

stable and more important over time. Literacy or education level is actually
 

a composite of both fertility control knowledge and the effects of development
 

variables like industriali'ntion and urbanization.
 

as the female literacy level in-
The conclusion of the study is that 


and the marital rate declines with incrcasing industrialization and
 creases 


female labor force participation levels, the overall Turkish fertility level
 

will decline.
 

Kuznets presents evidence based mainly on U.S. data of a negative 
associa

tion between household rates of natural increase and initial secular 
income
 

The e:zistence of such differential rates of natural inlevels over space. I 


These data show a negative correlation of
 crease is supported by data in LDCs. 


rates of naturnl increase and fertility rates with such proxies for per capita
 

income as degree of urbanization and industrialization.
 

Given an inverse relationship between household income per capita 
and
 

household rate of natural increase, Kuznets shows, by means of 
illustrative


the 

iSimon Kuznets) "Income-Related D~fferences in Natural Increase;
 

Bearing on Growth and Distribution of Income," Growth Center Discussion Paper
 

No. 162, October 1972.
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simulation exercises, that if the per unit growth rate of income is the same 

for all households and equal to g, the growth rate in aggregate per unit income 

will be less than g. This is true simply because aggregate per unit income is
 

a weighted average of each of the units in the economy. Due to the differential
 

in rates of natural increase, the weight given to groups with per unit income
 

initial incomes times
below the expected country per unit average (i.e., 


1 + g) has increased.
 

Hence, as a consequence of differential rates of increase in the number
 

of units there will be L,wjorsening of the size distribution of income and a
 

reduced rate of per capita income growth even vith equal growth rates in per
 

points out that in many LDCs income is growing at higher
unit income. 1'uznets 

rates in families v-ith high initial levels of per unit income than in families 

For one thing, low income familieswith low initial levels of per unit income. 


are frequently undergoin,, a process of migration, which is precipitated by
 

differences in per capita income rnd fertility rates between rural and 
urban
 

This process is frequently associated vith long periods of underemployareas. 


ment or open unemployment hici perpetuates initial low per capita income
 

levels. 
 Secondly, improved occupational status may require extensive formal
 

education which involves q high opportunity cost for low-income families and,
 

perhaps more importantly, e:tensive informal training at home based on the 
pre

vious ccupational experience of parents.
 

Kuznets indicates that the tendency toward a vorsening size distribution
 

may lessen as a country develops and aggregate rates of nntural increase
 

more mobile at this stage (possiblydecline, (a) because loiur 1.ncome groups are 

expenditure requirementsdue to the lower mgraztion rates and reduced total 


rates of natural increase
for minimal education); and (b) because different 
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associated with differences in household income may not be as great. This 

difference in rates of natural increzise across economic units may well be 

in some LDCs than it is in the United States. There is evidence that thegreater 

ior income in countries significantlymortality decline low femilies these comes 

after that of families i,,ith high income. Hence the difference in rates of 

natural increase is magnified during this period owing to the observed lag in
 

the response of fertility to mortality declines..
 

Labor-force Particiation. Ghazi Farooq analyzes the determinants of
 

He notes that an accurate prediction
labor force participation in Pakiistan.I 


of the labor force is particularly important in the conIe::t of employment and 

income distribution proIlens. Given the numerical importance of marginal 

vorkers (particularly womon ind ci- ildren) in the LDCs, the supply of labor 

even in the short run cr.not 1e talken as cxo1enou,;. Faroo considers, as 

determinants of labor force participation, the level of industrialization,
 

the degree of urb;anization, the .ilc (and female) industry mix index, unemploy

ment, level of educa tional attainment in schooling, ma::itl status, geographi

cal mobility, density of the population, percent of ruclear families, and 

lie uso r single equation cross-,jectional regression tochild-woman ratio, 

evaluate the significance of these various determinants,. The observations are 

and analysis is performed separately for (previously) East andon districts, the 

a strongWest Pakistan. The educational variable "a ttending -'chool" has 

negative impact on the iale participation rates in both areas. Population 

density is thu statistically mo.st powerful variable in Bengal, also having a 

negative effect (,Ithough this impact is substantially less) when analysis is 

in terms of refined (age specific) octiiity rates rzher than crude ones. 

"An Aggregativc Model of Labor Force ParticipationIGhazi M. Frrooq, 

in Pakistan," Gro-,th Cuncer Discussion Paper No. 13^, December 1971.
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Urbanization is an ilportant explanatory factor in both regions with respect 

to the refined activity rate. In East Bengal family composition, high educational 

attainment, and density, uhich are important determinnts of the crude parti

cipation or activity rate, are statistically not very significant with respect 

to the refined activity rate.
 

Analysis of female participation rate determinants was considerably
 

less successful; this appears partly to be due to bad measurement of female
 

labor activity. In (West) Pakistan the parameters for industrialization, iudus

try mix, education, and marital status vere significant.
 




